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ABSTRACT
A detailed investigation of the flow physics occurring on the suction side of a
simulated Low Pressure Turbine (LPT) blade was performed. A contoured upper wall
was designed to simulate the pressure distribution of an actual LPT airfoil onto a flat
lower plate. The experiments were carried out for the Reynolds numbers of 35,000,
70,000, 100,000 and 250,000 with four levels of freestream turbulence ranging from 1%
to 4 %. For the three lower Reynolds numbers, the boundary layer on the flat plate was
separated and formed a bubble. The size of laminar separation bubble was measured to
be inversely proportional to the freestream turbulence levels and Reynolds numbers.
However, no separation was observed for the Re = 250,000 case.
The transition on a separated flow was found to proceed through the formation of
turbulent spots in the free shear layer as evidenced in the intermittency profiles for Re =
35,000, 70,000 and 100,000. Spectral data show no evidence of Kelvin-Helmholtz or
Tollmien-Schlichting instability waves in the free shear layer over a separation bubble
(bypass transition). However, the flow visualization revealed the large vortex structures
just outside of the bubble and their development to turbulent flow for Re = 50,000, which
is similar to that in the free shear layer (separated-flow transition). Therefore, it is fair to
say that the bypass and separated-flow transition modes coexist in the transitional flows
over the separation bubble for certain conditions. Transition onset and end locations and
length determined from intermittency profiles decrease as Reynolds number and
freestream turbulence levels increase.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Gasturbineenginedesignersareconstantlyseekingwaysto improveengine
efficiency. Turbineenginesareusuallydesig-nedfor peakperformanceat highReynolds
numbertake-offconditions.Sinceturbineenginesareoperatedatvariousflow
conditions,theoptimallydesignedenginesfor oneconditionmayperformpoorlyunder
different conditionsandhaveasubstantialossof engineefficiency.This efficiencyloss
canresultin increasedfuel consumptionandoperatingcost. However,theengine
performancein variousoff-design-operatingconditionsisdifficult to accessdueto lack
of dataandunderstandingof thedetailedflow physics.This is trueespeciallyfor engine
componentssuchasthecompressorandthelow pressureturbine(LPT). Theflowson
turbineairfoils arequitecomplexin naturesincesomanyfactorsareinteractingin anon-
linear fashion. Someof theprimaryfactorsarefreestreamturbulence,Reynolds
numbers,bladeloading,wakepassingandinteractionwith boundarylayers,
unsteadiness,threedimensionaleffects,etc. It is first importantto understandthe
individual effectsthesefactorshaveon theengineperformanceoneata time,and
throughaccumulationof knowledge,understandingof therealcomplexengineflows can
beapproachedwith confidence.
On typicallow pressureturbineblades,thevelocitygradienton thepressure
surfaceis alwaysof anacceleratingnature.Transitionon thepressuresurfaceusually
beginsbeforethemaximumpressurepoint. The subsequentboundarylayerdevelopment
is quite delayeddueto astrongacceleration,andrelaminarizationof theboundarylayer
frequentlyoccursnearthetrailingedge.Thestrongaccelerationgeneratesmuchlower
profile lossesthanencounteredin zeropressuregradientor flows onthesuctionsurface,
andconstitutes.onlyabout15to 20percentof the totalprofile loss. Theremainderof the
loss is dueto theboundarylayeronthesuctionsurface.
At the high Reynolds number take-off condition, transition usually begins on the
suction surface near the minimum pressure point and the boundary layer remains
attached on the low pressure turbine airfoils. Since incoming freestream turbulence is
highly disturbed, the initial disturbance level is large enough to be considered non-linear
so that the boundary layer undergoes a bypass transition. However, at the high altitude
cruising condition of low Reynolds number, the boundary layer has a tendency to remain
laminar. Due to the adverse pressure gradient, this laminar flow might separate on the
surface before it becomes turbulent, especially under conditions of higher incident angles
for various ranges of Reynolds numbers. This separation bubble may or may not reattach
depending on the conditions. The long (bursting) separation bubble at these off-design
conditions can cause a drastic loss of lift and increase in drag, which results in a
significant degradation of engine performance. The transition process on the separated
flow is believed to be occurring along the free shear layer of the separation bubble by
way of either bypass or separated flow modes, depending on the environmental factors,
primarily due to Reynolds numbers (Mayle, 1991).
3Theaccuratepredictionof theseparationandtransitionprocessesonLPT blades
underthe influenceof adversepressuregradients,altitudeReynoldsnumbers,and
variousfreestreamturbulencelevelscanleaddirectly to improvedengineefficiencyand
lowerspecificfuel consumption.Accordingto Hourmouziadis(1989,in Mayle,1991),
theabovepredictioncaneasilyincreaselow pressureturbineefficiencybyseveral
percentagepoints. Oneconcernis the lackof understandingof boundarylayerbehavior
in theturbineengineenvironment.Thus,the low pressureturbine(LPT)boundarylayer
programwasestablishedtodevelopandevaluatetechnologythatcanincreaseengine
efficiencythroughunderstandingandutilizing knowledgeconcerningseparatedflow
transitionoverabubblein advancedgasturbineengines.Thedetailedunderstandingof
theflow physicsof boundarylayerdevelopmenton turbineairfoils isoneof the
importantaspectsof turbomachineryresearchactivities attheNASA LewisResearch
Centerandis of greatconcernto theturbineenginemanufacturers.Theprimary
objectiveof thisexperimentalwork isstudyingtheflow characteristicstypicalof those
foundon thesuctionsurfaceof low pressureturbineairfoils in orderto improvethe
efficiencyof currentturbineengines.
Mayle (1991)studiedthelaminar-turbulenttransitionphenomenandtheirrole
in aerodynamicsandheattransferingasturbineengines.He reviewedtransition
phenomenaonenginethroughflowcomponentsfrom both theoreticalandexperimental
standpoints,anddevelopedvariouscorrelationmodelsondifferenttransitionmodes.
Mayle emphasizedtheimportanceof freestreamturbulence(level andscale)andperiodic
unsteadywakeeffectson transition.As for theflow on thesuctionsurfaceof aLPT
airfoil, hepointedout thatthetransitionoccurringin aseparatedlaminarboundarylayer
might or mightnot involve instabilityof theTollmien-Schlichtingtype. Gaster(1969)
detectedTollmien-Schlichtinginstabilitywavesin the'long'bubblessincemuchof the
flow in thebubbleis laminarwith low freestreamturbulencelevels. Theexistenceof
Tollmien-Schlichtinginstabilityis notknownfor thecasefor higherturbulencelevels
eventhoughMaylespeculatedit is possible.
Gadneret al. (I 981)performedexperimentalstudieson theeffectof loadingon
LPT blades.Theresultsshowedthat,whendesignedproperly,highly loadedblades
exhibit higherperformancethanbladesdesignedwith a lower loadingprofile. Thus,
modemLPT bladesarenow designedto bemorehighly loadedandhavealoweraspect
ratio, introducingmoresevereadversepressuregradientsinto theflow field. Thus,the
flow hasatendencyto separate asilyfrom thebladesurfaceatcertainoff-design
conditions. Moresystematicandwell-controlledexperimentsarerequiredto help
improvemodelingandcomputationalanalysesof theflow behavioronaLPT blade.
Halsteadet al. (1995a,1995b,and 1995c)performedanexperimentalstudyof
boundarylayerdevelopmenton thesuctionsurfaceof airfoils in compressorsandan
embeddedstageof a low pressureturbine(GeneralElectric). Thisstudyrevealed
substantialregionsof laminarandtransitionalflow on thesuctionsurface.Theyfound
that unsteady,periodicboundarylayersweredevelopedon turbineairfoils alongthe
following separatetwopathsthatarecoupledby acalmedregion:a wake-inducedpath
which generatesthecalmedregionandapathbetweenwakeswhichcontainsthecalmed
regions. Thehighershearstressin thecalmedregionwaseffectivein suppressingthe
5flow separation.Theyobservedbypassandseparated-flowtransitionmodesonboth the
suction and pressure surfaces.
Halstead et al. (1995d) also did a computational study on the flows in
compressors and low pressure turbines using several existing codes with various
turbulent models. Conventional steady flow codes predicted the general features of the
boundary layer reasonably well for compressors and turbines at high Reynolds numbers,
provided transition onset was adequately specified. They also found that since no codes
incorporate the calming effects, the codes prematurely predict the onset of transition
between wakes at low cruise Reynolds number for turbines.
Morin and Patrick (1991) performed a detailed study of a large scale laminar
separation bubble on the wedge flow over a flat plate. Their comprehensive flow
visualization revealed two distinct transition processes for the separated and attached
flows. The transition path in the shear layer over a separation bubble is similar to that in
a laminar free shear layer, which is caused by large scale coherent eddy structures. They
also found that the reattachment location of the short bubble was unsteady and
intermittently separated. Since the boundary layer approached fully turbulent boundary
layer form very slowly, conventional eddy-viscosity models for the turbulent boundary
layer were not valid until far downstream from reattachment. The equilibrium turbulent
boundary layer was not achieved even at 200 bubble heights downstream from
reattachment. Even a short bubble had a critical role in defining of the initial boundary
condition for the turbulent boundary layer calculation.
6Malkiel andMayle(1995)observedthat laminarshearlayersin separation
bubblescanbecharacterizedasacrossbetweenattachedboundarylayersandfreeshear
layers. The intermittencydevelopmentin separationbubblesismodeledwith the
turbulentspottheoryusedin attachedboundarylayersandthereisalsoevidenceof
Kelvin-Helmholtz vortex pairing in the transition region. The difference is that the
turbulent spot production rate is several orders of magnitude higher than that found in
attached boundary layers on a flat plate with the same order of adverse pressure
gradients.
It was assumed by many earlier researchers (Gaster, 1969; Roberts, 1975, 1980;
Mueller and Batill, 1980; O'Meara and Mueller, 1986) that transition over a short
separation bubble happens instantaneously (point transition) at the maximum height of
the bubble since the transition usually occurs in a very short distance. The transition
length referred to in these earlier studies was the streamwise distance between separation
and the maximum bubble height location. However, more recent studies on the
separation bubble (Mayle, 1991; Malkiel and Mayle, 1995; Simon and Qiu, 1997) clearly
demonstrate that transition usually occurs on the laminar portion of the separation
bubble. It is clear from the measurements of intermittency that the transition proceeded
over a finite streamwise distance. The transition length referred to in these more recent
studies is the actual distance between transition onset and end locations.
For the present study the upper contoured wall was constructed to mimic the
pressure distribution on the suction surface of a generic low pressure turbine airfoil. The
experiments were conducted to investigate the effects of Reynolds number and
freestreamturbulencelevelon thetransitionover theseparatedandattachedflows. The
effectsof wake-inducedunsteadinesswerenot includedin thepresentstudy.The
pressure,velocity, intermittencyprofilesandintegralquantitiesalongwith spectraldata
weremeasuredfor variousconditions.Theexistenceof aseparationbubblefor certain
conditionswasconfirmedbyflow visualization. Thecharacteristicsof theseparation
andtransitionwith variouslevelsof freestreamturbulence(1% - 4 %)for fourdifferent
Reynoldsnumbers(Re= 35,000,70,000,100,000and250,000)will bediscussedin
detail. Theresultsof flow characteristicsover the separationbubblesfor aReynolds
numberof 100,000with grids0,2 and3 aresummarizedandpresentedby Sohn,Shyne
andDeWitt (1998).
CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AND INSTRUMENTATION
Wind Tunnel
The experiments were performed in a low-speed, closed-loop wind tunnel located
at the NASA Lewis Research Center. This wind tunnel was designed to generate large
scale, two dimensional, incompressible boundary layers. The schematic diagram of the
wind tunnel is shown in figure 1. The main air flow is generated by a Chicago Blower
Corporation SISW Class ffI centrifugal blower with a capacity of I0,000 CFM. A fan is
driven by a 3-phase, 220V, 25HP electric AC motor. The motor rpm and directions are
controlled with an Eclipse Multiprocessor based digital AC control unit made by
Emerson Industrial Controls. An electronic noise filter is attached to the power line to
get rid of electronic noise introduced by the AC control unit. Upon exiting the blower,
the air enters the flow-conditioning plenum chamber, where any flow irregularities
caused by the blower are removed and the freestream turbulence levels are reduced. At
the downstream end of the plenum chamber, rectangular bar type turbulence generating
grids could be positioned to set the freestream turbulence levels of the test section. A
two-dimensional nozzle with a 3.6:1 contraction ratio is attached to the downstream end
of the flow-conditioning chamber in order to accelerate the flow into the test section.
The vortices of the streamwise component are stretched to get the dominant fluctuating
velocity in that direction. The test section flow exits into a diffuser where the air
9velocity is reducedprior to enteringthereturnduct. Thereturnductconsistingof theair
heater,filter andair coolercompletesthewind tunnelloop. Theair temperatureis
maintainedwithin + 0.5 ° F by using a constant stream of cooled water inside the radiator
type air cooler. The coolant water temperature and volumes are monitored and adjusted
to set the air temperature in the test section. A more detailed description of the tunnel
components including the dimensions of grids can be obtained in Suder et al. (1988) and
Sohn and Reshotko (1991).
Test Section
The test section has a rectangular cross-section that measures 27 inches wide, 12
inches long and 6 inches high. The bottom and two side walls of the test section are
made with 0.5 inch thick Plexiglas. A removable upper wall is made of aluminum plate
with contoured wooden blocks. A schematic of the test section along with the
coordinates of the contoured upper wall is shown in figure 2. A contoured upper wall
was designed to generate a pressure distribution on the bottom test surface that matches
the pressure gradient generated by the suction surface of the generic LPT blade. In order
to properly match the Reynolds number in a full scale LPT, a splitter plate was inserted
in the middle of the test section to bifurcate the test section flow. Since operating the
tunnel blower at a low flow setting is unstable, it was necessary to bifurcate the test
section to achieve a low Reynolds number. The splitter plate working as a test plate has
a 4:1 elliptic leading edge and a trailing deflector which forces the stagnation point to
fall on the top working surface at the leading edge by generating circulation. The test
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plate is 27 incheswideand14incheslong with a 1.5inch long25° inclineddeflector
flap, asdescribedin theschematicdiagramshownin figure 3. Fourteenflush-mounted
hot-films arelocatedon thecenterlineandeighteenstaticpressuretabsaremountedat 1
inch off centeronthetestplate.Theporouswall bleedsystemfor suctionwasaddedto
thecontouredupperwall to preventmassiveseparationjust downstreamof theminimum
pressurepointin theadversepressuregradientregion. With thisupperwall suctionthe
separationbubblewasinducedon thelower testplate if abubbleexisted(referto the
flow visualizationphotographshownin figures 11-11a). A 5HPAC motorwasusedto
bleedoff theair andthisairwasreturnedto themain flow chamber.Thesuctionair rate
wasadjustedwith theslidinggatelocatedat thebackof thereturnduct.
Thespeciallydesignedprobetraversingsystemcomposedwith 3 directional
steppingmotorsandacontrollingPC,which is calledthePACS(ProbeActuation
Control System),isusedto preciselyposition theprobein incrementsassmallas
0.00033inches. Streamwiseandspanwisepositioningof theprobeis madethroughthe
pre-cutslotsalongthecenterlineandoff-centerlocationsin theupperwall.
Design of Contoured Wall
The modern LPT blade geometry was supplied from an engine company (Pratt
and Whitney PAK B blade). This geometry is representative of the blade design and
loading used in modern LPT stages. The test section design was created by matching the
mass flow from the generic LPT blade cascade through a flow channel with a contoured
upper wall and a flat lower wall. An inviscid panel code developed by McFarland
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(1982)wasusedto compute the blade velocity and pressure distribution. The flow field
data computed by the panel code are a function of the area change throughout the
channel. One and two body options were then used in the panel code to generate the
upper wall shape and the continuity equation was utilized to account for the difference
between the two options. The test section contour was then analyzed using the NPARC
full Navier-Stokes computational code. This analysis of the test section contour was
performed to validate the effect of the contoured upper wall. The NPARC analysis did
reveal a separated region just downstream of the minimum pressure point on the
contoured upper wall. This separation on the upper wall in the adverse pressure gradient
region was conformed in the flow visualization. An upper wall bleed suction system
was added to alleviate this problem and to generate the proper pressure distribution.
A comparison of the pressure distributions is presented in figure 4, for the generic
LPT blade (labeled LPT), for the test section geometry (labeled Duct), and the
experimental profile (labeled Exp) at design take-off condition. The pressure
distributions compare favorably in the accelerating portion of the flow reflected by the
closeness of the pressure gradients. The minimum pressure points differ for each curve
due to a slight difference in the exit to critical velocity ratio. The difference between the
experimental pressure distribution and the blade and/or test section (both calculated by
the inviscid panel code) is more pronounced in the adverse pressure gradient region
primarily due to viscous effects. It can be seen from this figure 4 that the representative
plate length should be the same order as the actual distance along the suction surface of
the generic LPT (about 6 inches) regardless of the actual plate length. The length
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Reynoldsnumberis obtainedbasedon this "effective" testplatelengthandexit velocity
of thetestsection.Detailedproceduresgeneratingthecontouredupperwall were
describedin thepaperby ShyneandDeWitt (1998).
Instrumentation
Thewind tunnelis equippedwith manypressuretapsandthermocouplesto
monitor ambientconditions.Two in-situPitot tubesalongwith thermocoupleslocated
in the inlet andexit of thetestsectionareusedto monitorthe incomingandoutgoing
flow velocitiesandtemperature.Thevelocity signalsfrom thehot-wireprobewere
monitoredonadigital oscilloscope.Someappropriateinstantaneousignalswere
digitally recordedfor post-processingdatareduction. In addition,aFFT analyzerwas
usedto measureboundarylayerandfreestreamspectra.
Two typesof commerciallyavailablesinglesensorhot-wireprobes,TSImodel
1218-T1.5boundarylayertypeandDantecmodel55M10straighttypehot-wireprobe,
wereusedto measurethestreamwisecomponentof meanandfluctuatingrmsvelocities.
Dueto theupperwall suctionmechanismasdescribedin theprevioussection,a
boundarylayertypehot-wiresensorwith aconventionalstraightprobeholdercannot
reachto theupstreamacceleratingzone. A straighttypehot wire with aspecial90
degreebentprobeholderwasusedto accessthis limited upstreamacceleratingzone.
Thestreamwisemeasurementlocationswerefrom x = 1inchto 7.25incheswith the
Dantecstraighttypehot-wireprobeandfrom x = 4.75 inchesto 9.25incheswith theTSI
boundarylayertypehot-wire. Themeanandrmsvelocitiesmeasuredwith bothprobes
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in theoverlappingregionfrom x = 4.75inchesto 7.25 inchesshowexcellentagreement.
Both probeswereoperatedin theconstantemperaturemode.Thesafetylegsof the
boundarylayertypeprobeswereremovedto allow theprobeto approachascloseto the
wall aspossible.A seriesof TSI model1237standardflushmountedhot film gauges
instrumentedalongthecenterlineon thetestplatewasusedto depictthetwo distinct
patternsof thetransitionprocess.
Thedigital dataacquisitionsystem,DANTEC StreamlineSystem,consistedof
multichannelhot-wireanemometersandanA/D converter.Thehot-wireanemometer
wasmainlycontrolledusingaccompanyingPC softwarecalledStreamware.The
following canall beaccomplishedusingStreamware:1) thesettingsof hot andcold
resistanceandoperatingtemperaturefor thehot-wireprobe,2) thesettingsof thehot-
wire anemometersignalconditionerfor low-passandhigh-passfilters, inputoffset,gain
andsamplingrate,3)digitizationof analogtime signalandconversionto velocitysignal,
4) post-processingof dataand5)storing. Once the system is properly setup, the
operation is quite automatic from data collecting to processing. The calibration of the
probes was performed using a DANTEC calibration module and Flow Unit. The Flow
Unit contains calibrated flow nozzles, a pressure transducer and a temperature measuring
sensor. This unit was connected to the Streamline system via the calibration module and
to a shop air supply line. The calibration of probes was performed automatically in the
pre-defined velocity range, simultaneously storing the distributions of calibrating jet
temperature and pressure and generating the coefficients of a 4 th order polynomial
relationship between velocity and voltage signals. The calibration temperature can be
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laterappliedto thetemperaturecorrectionfor hot-wiresignalsmeasuredin thewind
tunnel.
ThePCbasedNationalInstrumentsAT-MIO-16E-1 A/D convertboardandSC-
2040simultaneousampleandhold (SSH)boardwereusedin thehot-wiresystem.This
is a I6-bit boardwith totalamaximumsamplingrateof 1.2MHz. In thisexperiment,
the low-passfilter wassetto 10KHz, which shouldbeat mostequalto theNyquist
frequencyto minimizethedigitizationrollback error. TheNyquistfrequencyis usually
setat half of thesamplingfrequency.Thesamplingfrequencywassetat 20KHz
throughoutthewholedataacquisition.
SpectraldatawereacquireusingaNicolet ScientificCorporationmodel660A
dualchannelFFT analyzer,whichfeaturesa maximumof 2048-point,12-bitA/D
conversionwith amaximumsamplingrateof 100KHz. Thesamplingrateis2.56times
theselectedfrequency.In thisspectralmeasurement,hesamplingrangewassetto 5
KHz, which resultsin thesamplingrateof 12.8KHz.
Steady-statetunnelconditions,ambientpressureandtemperatureandfreestream
velocity aswell aspressuredistributionon thetestplate,weremonitoredby meansof a
Lab-wisemultichanneldataacquisitionsystem,ESCORTD. TheESCORTD system
hasrealtimedataacquisitioncapabilityanduseda facility locatedDEC VAX computer
for dataprocessing.Thepressurereadingsfrom pressuretransducerswereelectronically
scannedusingaPSIESP(ElectronicScanningPressure)systemandwereupdatedevery
second.TheESPsystemis composedof a 32-channelmodule,separatetransducersfor
eachmodule,andis networkedto theESCORTD system.Three15psimoduleswere
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usedfor thehighReynoldsnumbercases.Thesemoduleswerereplacedwith three
modulescapableof measuringpressuresup to 1/3 inchesof waterfor low speed
measurements.Additionally,two Setrapressuretransducerscapableof measuringa
differential pressureaslow as7.5 inchesof waterwereusedfor thestaticandtotal
pressuresfrom theinlet andexit Pitot tubes.
CHAPTER III
DATA REDUCTION
Velocity and Integral Data
The instantaneous velocity signals of single hot-wire probe were digitized and
stored in the computer for post-processing. Mean and rms velocity, various integral
quantities and intermittency profiles were computed from the digitally stored
instantaneous velocity signals for each condition. The sampling rate was set to 20 KHz.
The numbers of data samples, N, are 65536 points for Re = 35,000 and 70,000 and
32768 for Re = 100,000 and 250,000. Total sampling time was 3.28 seconds for Re =
35,000 and 70,000 and 1.64 seconds for Re = 100,000 and 250,000 cases.
The statistical mean velocity, U, and fluctuating rms velocity, u'm_s, are calculated
using the following equations:
1 N
U=_-_ui.=
um_s= (ui -U) 2
The uncertainty for hot-wire data was calculated based on the method of
Yavuzkurt (1984). The uncertainty for mean and rms velocities turns out to be 1.45 %.
The detailed procedure for determining the uncertainty of hot-wire data was described in
Shyne and DeWitt (1988).
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The integralquantities,displacement(8*),momentum(0) andenergy(8)
thicknesswerecomputedfromthemeanvelocitiesusingthefollowing equations:
S = 1--_e- dy
= 6 U--U----1 U
U 2
_ = ![U_](I" -_e2 laY
where U is the local mean velocity and U, is the local mean velocity measured at the
edge of the boundary layer.
Intermittency
In the transition of laminar to turbulent shear flow over a streamwise distance,
intermittency is observed. The distinctive feature of the turbulent flow is its highly
rotational nature. Thus vortical fluctuation is one very appropriate choice for
discrimination between non-turbulent and turbulent flow but this technique needs
simultaneous measurements of at least two components of velocity fluctuations in the
streamwise and normal directions along with their variations in each direction. This
requires a complex geometry of four sensor hot-wire probes. The alternative method
used herein is to differentiate the velocity fluctuation (detector function) and emphasize
the high frequency component for turbulent flow. Then smoothing of the detector
function is applied. After a certain threshold value is determined, the signal is defined as
18
turbulentif thevalueof thesmootheddetectorfunctionis greaterthanthethreshold
value;otherwisethesignalis definedasnon-turbulent.
As a logical choice for the detector function, squares of the first and second
derivatives of the velocity fluctuation signal with time are appropriate and practical in
many engineering applications.
Detector functions: t, _t ) and (_)t: z j
The reasons for using these two derivatives as detector functions are explained as
follows. There will be some period of time when the detector function might have some
zeros within the turbulent zone since the first derivative of the fluctuation signal
alternates its signs very rapidly. When the first derivative of the signal is compared to a
threshold value, it is seen that the signal becomes smaller than the threshold level as it
crosses zero even though it is "turbulent-like" flow. This problem is referred to as a zero
crossing. Therefore, it is required to use the second derivatives of the signal to correct
this problem. It is also necessary to smooth out the derivatives over a short period of
time in order to eliminate excessive zeros. The smallest possible value of smoothing
time depends on the sampling rate of data acquisition and the resolution of the probe
used. The smoothing time is about 15 to 35 times the Kolmogorov scale. Setting the
smoothing time as 4 times the sampling rate (50_ls), the smoothing window size is
approximately 30 times the Kolmogorov scale in this study. Picking up the threshold
value turned out to be trickier than selecting the smoothing time. It is required at each
measurement location to carefully compare the resulting indicator function with an actual
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instantaneousignalto confirmthethresholdvalueselected.Formoredetailsof detector
andsmoothingfunctions,referto thepaperby HedleyandKeffer (1974). If bothfirst
andsecondderivativesof smoothingfunctionsweresmallerthantheir respective
thresholdvalues,thesignalwasdeclaredasnon-turbulent.Otherwise,it wasdefinedas
turbulentflow. Determinationof the indicator functionallowscalculatingthe
intermittency.The intermittencyis thefractionof timewhentheflow is turbulent. The
moredetaileddescriptionof thisconditionalsamplingtechniquefrom thedigitized
instantaneousvelocitysignalscanbe found in SohnandReshotko(1991).
Integral Length Scales
The integral length scale of the turbulence is conceptually the scale that describes
the average eddy size associated with the random motion in the turbulence. The integral
length scale of fluctuating motion is determined by integrating the correlation coefficient
of the fluctuating velocities over the length between two points. However, this two-point
correlation requires two hot-wire probe measurements which is not feasible due to
interference of each other probe. The integral length scale, L, can be written as follows:
L = f R(r) dr
0
where
ul(x) u2(x +r)
R(r) is the correlation coefficient, ul and u2 are velocity fluctuations measured at
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different spatiallocationsin thestreamwisedirectionwith adistanceof r.
Taylor'shypothesisof frozenturbulencestatesthatif theturbulentvelocity
fluctuation is smallcomparedto themeanvelocity, theeddiesdonotchangeappreciably
in shapeastheypassagivenpoint. Accordingto Bradshaw(1971),if Taylor's
hypothesisis valid,thentheautocorrelationof thefluctuatingvelocity will bethesame
asthespatialcorrelationwith separation,Ue'_in thestreamwisedirection,whereUeis
freestreammeanvelocityandx is time delay. The integral length scale, L, can be
expressed as
where
L = Ue iR('r) d'r
R('r) =
u(t) u(t +_')
,2
U rms
R('0 is the autocorrelation coefficient.
components of fluctuating velocity.
u',-ms is the root mean square of the streamwise
Power Spectra
The contribution of the u '2 within each frequency bandwidth to the overall
turbulence level squared is referred to as the power spectral density. The distribution of
the power spectral density as a function of frequency is defined as the power spectrum.
The power spectra were acquired using a Nicolet FFT spectrum analyzer from the signals
of a single hot-wire probe. Only the streamwise component of the turbulent kinetic
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energy,u '2 , was acquired in this experimental study, thereby resulting in a 1-D power
spectrum. The data were obtained both at freestream and inside the boundary layer
location where U'_mswas maximum for each condition.
It is known that the autocorrelation coefficient and the power spectral density
functions are related as the Fourier transform pair as follows:
R('r) = _0(r.o)cos(oon') do)
0
:
where q_((9) is the power spectral density as a function of frequency, co, in radians per
second.
The normalized power spectral density, PSD, is defined in the following equation
as a function of frequency in Hz.
PSD(f) = ¢p(09)2r_ u '2
/'??15
The integral of the power spectral density function over all frequencies results in u '2
rrrt$ "
If we evaluate the value of the power spectral density function at zero frequency,
The integral length scale, L, becomes as follows:
L = UefR(v)dv = U e _0(0) r¢ _ U e PSD(O)
o 2 ,24 u rms
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The integral length scale can be evaluated using either the power spectrum or the
_: autocorrelation. In this experiment the freestream power spectra measured at x = 1 inch
were used to evaluate the integral length scale of incoming turbulence.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Detailed flow field measurements have been conducted over an entire test section
for both accelerating and decelerating flow regions at four different Reynolds numbers of
35,000, 70,000, 100,000 and 250,000 with various levels of freestream disturbances.
These Reynolds numbers are evaluated based on the "effective" plate length (l = 6 inches)
and the flow velocity measured at the exit of the test section. The mean and rms velocity
profiles were measured at sixteen streamwise measurement locations ranging from x =
1.75 inches to 9.25 inches with an increment of 0.5 inches using two types of single hot-
wire probes as discussed in Chapter 1I. The primary emphasis in this paper is placed on
the flow field survey in the adverse pressure gradient region where the laminar boundary
layer was separated and short bubbles formed. The freestream turbulence intensity (FSTI)
in the test section was generated by means of the rectangular bar-type grids. Four
different Ievels of freestream turbulence (1%, 2 %, 3 % and 4 %) were used for the two
lower Reynolds numbers and three levels of freestream turbulence (1%, 2 % and 3 %) for
the two higher Reynolds numbers. The nominal FSTI of 1% is measured without any grid
(grid 0) and the highest FSTI for the current configuration is about 4 % generated by the
coarsest grid (grid 4). Table 1 lists all the cases that have been investigated in the
experiment. The experimental results of both single and X-type hot-wire data
(streamwise and vertical components of mean velocity profiles, corresponding fluctuating
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rmsvelocity profilesandspectraldataaswell asReynoldsshearstressprofiles)for two
Reynoldsnumbersof 100,000and250,000with grids0, 2 and3 werediscussedand
presentedin ShyneandDeWitt (t 998).
FREESTREAM CONDITIONS
Thetestsectionwasdesignedto simulatetheflow onthesuctionsurfaceof a low
pressureturbinefor highReynoldsnumbertake-off conditions.Theflow within thetest
sectionwascharacterizedby freestreamturbulencelevels,lengthscalesandspectrafor
eachReynoldsnumber.Thestreamwisemeanvelocity,Ue,wasmeasuredatspanwise
andverticalcenterlinein thetestsectionto depicttheflow patternin thefreestreamfor
eachcondition. Thetypicaldistributionsof Uefor Re= 35,000,70,000,100,000and
250,000undertheflow conditiongeneratedwith grid 0 arepresentedin figure5. The
flow acceleratesup to throatandthendeceleratesuntil it levelsout to theexitvalue. It
canbenotedin thefigurethatthereis anear-constantvelocityzoneshortlyafterthe
maximumvelocitypoint for thethreelowerReynoldsnumbercases.For grid0 this
constantvelocityzoneextendsfrom x --4 inchesto 8 inches.Thereis atendencyof
reducingof thiszonewith increasinggrid number. This near-constantvelocityzonewill
be identified asthefront partof theseparationbubble. Sincethefreestreammean
velocity is directlyrelatedto thepressurein the boundarylayer,thefeatureof near-
constantvelocity in theseparationbubblewill bediscussedin detaillater in thestatic
pressuresection.Notethattheeffectiveplate lengthis from x = 1to 7 inches(Seefigure
4), wherex is thedistancemeasuredfrom theleadingedgeof thetestplate. Boththe
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contouredupperwall andthesplittertestplatewereextendedfive moreinchesto prevent
anyflow distortionattheexit. Referto figure 2 for thecoordinatesof theupper
contouredwall.
Thefreestreamturbulencein thetestsectionwasgeneratedusingfour typesof
interchangeablerectangularbar-typegrids. The grid becomescoarserwith highergrid
number. However,theopenareais almostthesamefor all grids,being62%. Grid 0
refersto nogrid. Thetypicalvariationof freestreamturbulenceintensity,definedasFSTI
= U'_mflUinwith all four gridsusedfor Re= 70,000is shownin figure6, whereUinis the
streamwisefreestreammeanvelocitymeasuredat mid-channelheightandastreamwise
locationof 1 inchdownstreamfrom theleadingedgeof theflat platesincethe"effective"
platestartsatx = 1inch. TheUinis alsousedasthereferencevelocityfor normalization
of meanandrmsvelocities.Thefreestreamturbulencelevel increaseswith increasing
grid number. Also, thevariationof FSTI is morepronouncedandis higherasthegrid
becomescoarser.ThenominalFSTIvaluesreferredto throughouthisexperimentare1
% (grid 0), 2 %(grid 2), 3% (grid 3) and4 % (grid 4), respectively.
Dueto thefrequencycontent of the disturbances, it is necessary to measure spectra
in order to see the distribution of disturbance spectral energy (square of velocity
fluctuation) as a function of frequency bandwidth. The one-dimensional freestream
power spectra were measured with the analog spectrum analyzer for the same
measurement locations as for the freestream mean velocity. The distribution of
freestream power spectral density (PSD) function for each grid measured at x = 1 inch is
shown in figures 7-10 for Reynolds numbers of 35,000, 70,000, 100,000 and 250,000,
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respectively.Thesamepowerspectraldensityfunctionsmultiplied bythefrequency(f *
PSD)arepresentedin figures7a-10afor eachReynoldsnumber.In theseenergy
coordinatesof figures7a-10a,theareaundereachPSDcurve in anyfrequencybandis
directly proportionalto theenergyin thatfrequencybandwidth. As shownin figure7a,
theenergyis concentratedin low frequencyband(lessthan800Hz) with anenergypeak
at 70 - 90Hz for Re= 35.000regardlessof freestreamturbulencelevels. Theenergy
level increasesasFSTI increases.
The Reynoldsnumbereffectson thespectralenergycanbeobservedwhenPSD
plotsof figures7a-10aarecomparedwith eachother. First, it canbenotedthatwith an
increaseof Reynoldsnumbertheenergylevel is gettingbroadbanded. As shownin
figures8a-10a,theenergycontainedfrequencybandisexpandedfrom 800Hzfor Re"--
35,000 to 2 KHz for Re = 70,000, 3 KHz for Re = 100,000 and 6 KHz for Re -- 250,000.
Second, the energy peaks move to higher frequency with increasing Reynolds number,
i.e., 200 Hz for Re = 70,000, 300 Hz for Re = 100,000 and 800 Hz for Re = 250,000.
However, the energy peaks move slightly to the lower frequency band with higher FSTI
(from grid 0 to 3), especially for the two higher Reynolds numbers of 100,00 and 250,00
(figures 9a and 10a). Third, the spectral energy levels increase quite noticeably as the
Reynolds number increases for all frequency bands. For grid 0, the peak energy levels
(maximum of f * PSD) are 0.001 for Re - 35,000, 0.0035 for Re - 70,000, 0.009 for Re =
100,000 and 0.065 for Re - 250,000. The trend of increasing energy peaks with
increasing Reynolds number for other higher grids is the same as for grid 0 case. Like in
the case of Re - 35,000, the energy level increases with FSTI for each Reynolds number
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throughoutthewhole frequencyband. A biggereffectof FSTI onspectralenergyis
observedat a low frequencyband(f < 500 Hz) for each condition. Electronic noise
(spikes in f > 1,500 Hz) is noticeable in grid 0 for Re - 35,000 (figure 7), even though the
level is quite low (in between -10 th and -11 th power).
The integral length scale of the freestream turbulence is used to describe the
average eddy size associated with the fluctuations in the turbulent flow. The integral
length scale was computed from the freestream power spectrum extrapolated to zero
frequency for each condition as discussed in Chapter 111. Thus determined integral length
scales of incoming freestream turbulence measured at x = 1 inch are listed in Table 2.
The integral length scale increases with increasing freestream turbulence level and
Reynolds number. The average eddy size increases substantially as the freestream
turbulence level increases from 1% (grid 0) to 3 % (grid 3) for each Reynolds number.
However, for higher freestream turbulence levels of 3 % (grid 3) and 4 % (grid 4), the
minimal increase of eddy size is observed.
FLOW VISUALIZATION
Smoke wire flow visualization was conducted to capture the qualitative features of
the flow field. Smoke traces were generated using a thin nichrome wire connected to the
power supply. The nichrome wire was located at the inlet of the test section just
downstream of the flow nozzle section of the tunnel. The nichrome wire was pulled out
of the tunnel and swabbed with a thin layer of oil (smoke fluid) and placed back into the
tunnel, repeatedly. The nichrome wire and camera control units were synchronized with
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the timing of the voltage supplied to the wire and the duration of the burn to generate the
smoke. The duration of the burn time was about two seconds with 20 volts of power
supplied. This flow visualization was performed with grid 0 for a Reynolds number of
50,000 (based on an exit velocity of 15 ft/s). Due to rapid dispersion of the smoke for
higher Reynolds numbers and intense mixing at higher freestream turbulence levels, good
quality photographs could not be obtained for the higher Reynolds numbers and FSTI
conditions.
A representative photograph of the smoke trace throughout the test section is
shown in figure 11. Due to the reflection of the flashlight on the bottom test plate, the
plate surface looks like rough one, but it is a smooth Plexiglas plate. This photograph
shows a massive separation on the contoured upper wall at the downstream end of the
diverging section, which was previously predicted by the NPARC code. Thus, it is
required to apply suction to prevent the separation on the upper wall and to force the
probable separation bubble onto the bottom test plate.
Figure 11 a shows three instantaneous photographs of smoke traces with upper
wail suction turned on. These figures are a time lapse sequence of photographs that
clearly show a separation bubble on the lower wall and no separation on the upper wall.
No traces of smoke are apparent in the region between the separated shear layer and the
test surface within the front part of the separation bubble due to infinitesimal viscous
shear stress and little or no turbulent energy diffusion. This flow field is called the 'dead-
air' region and looks similar in each photograph, indicating the steady laminar region of
the separation bubble. However, there is a substantial difference of the flow pattern in the
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regiondownstreamof themaximumbubbleheight in eachphotographtakenatdifferent
times. This indicatesthatthetransitionandthe reattachmentprocesseson theseparation
bubblesareunsteady.A large eddy structure is apparent in the middle photograph
downstream from the maximum bubble height in the shear layer. These eddies eventually
become unstable, and through interaction with each other, finally develop into a turbulent
boundary layer. The transition process is similar in behavior to a laminar free shear layer,
where discrete spanwise vortices form due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and
eventually break down into a fully turbulent shear layer. This kind of transition mode on
the separation bubble is called a separated-flow transition (Mayle, 1991). A detailed flow
visualization study performed by Morin and Patrick (1991) on a diverging channel flow
also revealed this large eddy formation in the shear layer.
A hint of a vortex rollup can be seen in the bottom photograph of figure 11a as the
flow starts to reattach. However, no clear eddy structures due to vortex rollup and their
breakdown can be seen in the top photograph. The flow pattern in the shear layer is rather
similar to that of the attached boundary layer. It is unclear from the flow visualization
that the separated-flow transition is the only mode on the flow over the separation bubble.
The existence of the separation bubble on the lower wall is an important feature in the
simulation of a generic LPT blade at off-desi_n condition. The photographs of figure 11 a
help to validate that the flow in the test geometry generated by the panel code does indeed
simulate the flow physics of the real blade. The one row of tufts in the spanwise direction
attached just downstream of the throat also helped to visualize the flow near the upper
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wall during testing.Thepropersuctionrateswere adjustedfor thetuffs to stayattached
on theupperwall for all testconditions.
STATIC PRESSUREDISTRIBUTION
The pressure distributions in the flow were obtained from the pressure taps located
1 inch off center on the surface of the lower flat plate at various FSTI and Reynolds
numbers. The pressure coefficient, Cp, was evaluated based on exit static and total
pressures. For Re = 35,000 and 70,000, the pressure transducer was switched to one
capable of measuring as low as 1/3 inches of water differential pressure. However, even
this pressure transducer were not good enough to properly measure the pressure variation
due to low speed for the Re = 35,000 case. The digitized voltage count from the
transducer varied only from 0 to 20 (maximum pressure reading for Re = 35,000) in the
maximum span of 3000 counts. The pressure readings were simply fluctuating without
any trend. The pressure distribution for Re = 35,000 cannot be measured directly using
pressure taps. As the flow speed increases the voltage counts from the pressure
transducer increase enough to give a smooth pressure variation. Since the flow is
incompressible and the total pressure is constant throughout the test section, the Cp can be
computed from the freestream mean velocity profiles as follows:
Ps - Psexit Ps - Psexit = 1 ( U---_e 12
Cp
- Pt Psexit 1/9 2 U ox)- Ueexit it
where Pt and Ps represent the total and local static pressures. U¢ is the local freestream
mean velocity and the subscript exit means the conditions at the exit of the test section.
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The distributionof pressurecoefficientfor Re= 35,000calculatedfromfreestream
meanvelocity profiles is shownin figure 12. Thevariationof Cpmeasuredirectlyfrom
pressuretapsarepresentedin figures13-15for Re= 70,000,100,000and250,000,
respectively.ForthethreehigherReynoldsnumbercases,theCpwasalsocomputedand
comparedwith themeasuredvalues.Bothmeasurementsarein goodagreementwith
eachother. Thepressurecoefficientdecreasesto aminimumvalueat thethroatasthe
flow acceleratesin theconvergingportionof thetestsectionandthenincreasesto theexit
level astheflow deceleratesin thedivergingsectiondueto theadversepressuregradient
for eachcondition. If theadversepressuregradientis sufficient, the laminarboundary
layerseparatesfrom thesurface.Figures13and 14showthatdownstreamof the
minimum pressurepoint, thepressureincreasessteadilyandthenreachesanearly
constantlevel. Thisconstantpressureplateauis identified asthedead-airegionin the
flow visualization. Downstreamfrom theconstantpressureregionthepressurerises
sharplyovera shortdistanceto thelevel thatwould beachievedwithout theseparation
bubble,thenslowly increasesto theexitpressurelevel. However,thisconstantpressure
regiondisappearsfor Re= 250,000regardlessof thefreestreamturbulencelevels,as
shownin figure 15. Any noticeableCpvariationwith respectto thefreestreamturbulence
levelscannotbeseenin thefigure. All threeplotsarenearlyidenticalto eachother.
Thepressuredistributionplaysanimportantrole in identifyingtheseparation
bubble. The separationlocationcanbedeterminedby identifyingthebeginningof the
constantpressureregionasshownin figures 12-14for Re= 35,000,70,000and 100,000,
respectively.Thelocationof maximumbubblethicknesscanbeobtainedfromthe
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downstream end of the constant pressure region. At the end of the constant pressure
region, the pressure increases rapidly to a point where the pressure is nearly equal to a
value that would exist without the separation bubble. This location is identified as a
reattachment point of the bubble. The reattachment occurs mainly because of increased
turbulent diffusion due to transition in the shear layer. Gaster (1969) and other
researchers measured pressure distributions for both separated and attached boundary
layers and determined the bubble location and extent in this manner. Due to the limited
pressure data in the short separation zone, the separation locations for all test conditions
are estimated by linear interpolation of the adjacent data points and compared to the
corresponding values determined from the integral quantities of mean velocity profiles
(this will be explained in a later section). The separation bubble identified in the flow
visualization and the pressure distribution data can be seen as a small perturbation of the
inviscid flow such that a constant pressure region rises under the laminar shear layer.
Since no constant pressure regions can be detected in figure 15 for Re = 250,000 with any
grids, it can be said that the boundary layers do not separate at any freestream turbulence
levels tested.
It is noted in the figures I2-14 that the beginning of the constant pressure region is
fairly identical, indicating the freestream turbulence level has little or no effect on the
separation location. However, with increasing freestream turbulence level, the extent of
the constant pressure region progressively shrinks and the downstream end of the sudden
pressure recovery point (reattachment location) moves upstream, indicating the bubble
length has decreased. For each freestream turbulence level, the constant pressure region
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alsoshrinksdownandthereattachmentlocationmovesupstream,againwith increaseof
theReynoldsnumber,which indicatesthatthebubblelengthis inverselyproportionalto
theReynoldsnumber.
CHARACTERISTICS OF SEPARATION AND TRANSITION
To investigate the effects of freestream turbulence intensity and Reynolds number
on the flow field on the suction side of the LPT, the experiments were carded out with a
number of different grids and flow speeds for the conditions listed in Table 1 of the test
matrix (14 cases). First, the general description of the entire flow filed is given for each
condition. The effects of FSTI on shear layer separation and transition are investigated by
comparing the flow parameters of the mean and rms velocity profiles, integral quantities,
intermittency profiles and spectra for each Reynolds number. Second, the variations of
the mean and fluctuating rms velocities as well as intermittency profiles with Reynolds
number at each streamwise measurement location around the laminar separation bubbles
are compared for each FSTI. Finally, the measured data are compared with various
transition models for separated flows.
Freestream Turbulence Intensity Effects on the Flow Field
Mean Velocity Profiles
The mean flow field can be visualized with the aid of a series of plots of
streamwise mean velocity profile. Figure 16 presents the variation of the mean velocity
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profiles normalizedwith theincomingfreestreamvelocity (Uin) with grid 0 at Re =
35,000 for the entire test section from x = 1.75 inches to 9.25 inches with an increment of
0.5 inches. To show the details within the boundary layer, the y-scale has been expanded
by a factor of 15 - 16.5 relative to the x-scale depending on the Reynolds number. The
first four upstream velocity profiles from x = 1.75 inches to 3.25 inches show typical
attached laminar boundary layer profiles in the accelerating region. The profile at x =
3.75 inches starts to show a deflection near the wall. This is because the flow decelerates
in the adverse pressure gradient region downstream of the throat (x = 3.3 inches). The
measurement point in the normal direction is about y = 0.005 inches for each streamwise
location due to the volume of hot wire. The separated zone shown as a nearly zero
velocity gradient very near the wall expands as the flow goes further downstream. This
zero velocity gradient portion of the profile begins to shrink down around x = 7.25 inches.
The zero velocity gradient zone disappears starting at x = 8.25 inches as the flow
reattaches. The velocity profile is getting fuller and becomes that of a fully turbulent
boundary layer farther downstream. The actual reattachment locations for each condition
will be determined from the shape factor plots, which will be discussed in a later section
on Integral Quantities. It should be pointed out that the "effective" plate considered
throughout this experiment is from x = 1 inch to 7 inches as discussed in Chapter II. If a
separation bubble reattaches downstream of x = 7 inches on the extension of the actual
test plate, it can be assumed that this separation bubble might not be closed and become a
long bursting bubble on an actual suction surface of a LPT. The separation bubble for the
configuration of grid 0 and Re = 35,000 case falls in this category and can be assumed as
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aburstingone.
To showthedetailsof theseparatedflow region,thesamemeanvelocityprofiles
aroundthelaminarseparationbubblefrom x = 3.25 inchesto 7.75incheswereplottedin
figure 16afor thecaseof grid0 andRe= 35,000. The streamfunction,NI, determinedby
integratingthemeanvelocityprofilesfrom thewall to anypointYi, up to the vicinity of
the upper contoured wall, is defined as follows:
U
t//i -- J0yi
_in dy.
The lines connecting the equal values of _ used to define the mean flow field streamline
patterns are also shown in figure 16a. The mean velocity profile at x = 3.75 inches starts
to show an inflection point very near the test surface imposed by the adverse pressure
gradient, which is the precursor of boundary layer separation. The separation Iocation for
this case is just downstream of x = 3.75 inches. Downstream of the separation location a
series of velocity profiles show a distortion in the near-wall region. This region expands
up to y = 0.05 inches at a streamwise measurement location of x = 6.75 inches and starts
to shrink down farther downstream. The hump of streamlines downstream from x = 3.75
inches was detected in the figure. Due to the inability of the hot-wire to determine the
flow direction, no reverse flow could be detected. Instead, nearly constant velocity
profiles were measured near the test surface. The front part of the bubble (identified as a
dead-air region in the flow visualization) is usually characterized by a practically constant
velocity gradient. The approximate bubble height can be determined by interpolating the
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extentof this constantvelocityregionat thetransitionlocationdeterminedfromthe
pressuremeasurement.
Figures17, 18and 19presenthecarpetplotsof themeanvelocityprofiles
showingmeanflow fieldsfor Re= 35,000with grids 2, 3 and4, respectively.
Correspondingexpandedplotsof thesamemeanvelocityprofiles aroundtheseparation
bubbleareshownin figures 17a,18aand 19aalongwith thestreamlinepatterns.
Comparingthefiguresof Re= 35,000with four differentFSTI, it is notedthatthemean
velocity profilesstartto distortjust downstreamof x = 3.75 inchesfor all fourgridcases.
Theboundarylayerseparationlocationsarealmostidenticalto eachother. Theprofiles
with a near-wallconstantvelocityregionaredetectedup to x = 6.75inchesfor grid 2 and
to x = 6.25inchesfor grids3 and4. Thevelocity profile just downstreamof each
separationbubbleshowsdoubleinflectionpoints,indicatingtheflows arealready
reattached,andfinally developto afully attachedturbulentboundarylayerfarther
downstream.
Theflow nearthewall is distortedby thebubble,asshownin figures17a,18aand
19a.Generally,theseshortbubblesonly alterthe local flow field, not affectingtheglobal
f/ow patternawayfrom thewall. The extent of the near-wall distorted region that is
related to the bubble height shrinks with FSTI. It is obvious that the bubble length and
height are all inversely proportional to the freestream turbulence level. However, the
separation locations are either not or very little affected by changing FSTI.
The flow field on the separation bubble is described as foIlows for the case of Re
= 35,000 with grid 0. The boundary layer starts laminar in the accelerating flow region.
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Theboundarylayerstayslaminarfor a whilejust downstreamof throatin theadverse
pressuregradientregion. Fartherdownstream,theadversepressuregradientimposedon
thedivergingsectionretardsthenear-wallfluid, andtheboundarylayerseparatesfrom the
surface.Thelaminarpartof theseparationbubblegrowssubsequentlyin thefreeshear
layer. Theturbulentenergyincreasedueto transitionis broughtdownto thenear-wall
regionby turbulenttransporto overcometheadversepressuregradient.Theflow is
finally reattachedto thesurfaceandthebubbleis closed. Thentheattachedboundary
layerdevelopsto fully turbulentfartherdownstream.Thepropertiesof transitiononthe
separatedflow will bediscussedlaterinconjunctionwith intermittencyprofiles.
Figures20-23showmeanvelocityprofiles for Re= 70,000with grids0, 2,3 and
4, respectively.Theexpandedvelocityplotsaroundtheseparationbubbles,with each
correspondingstreamlinepattern,areshownin figures20a-23a.Thevelocityprofiles
behavesimilarly to thoseof Re= 35,000for eachgrid exceptfor theseparationlocation
andtheseparationbubblelength. Themeanvelocity profile atx = 4.25inchesstartsto
showan inflectionpoint in thenear-wallregion for all gridsandprofilesatx = 4.75
inchesshowanearconstantvelocityverynearthewail, indicatingtheflow is already
separated.It is obviousthattheboundarylayerseparationoccursbetweenx = 4.25inches
and4.75 inchesfor Re= 70,000regardlessof FSTI. The near-walldistortedregionis
extendedto x = 6.75inchesfor grid 0, x = 6.25inchesfor grid 2 andto x = 5.75inches
for grids3 and4. As expected,thetotalbubblelengthandheightdecreasewith
increasingFSTI.
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Figures24-26presentmeanvelocityprofiles for Re= 100,000with grids0, 2 and
3, respectively.To getdetailedpicturesof theseparationbubble,theexpandedvelocity
plots aroundtheseparationbubbleswith eachcorrespondingstreamlinepatternareshown
in figures24a-26afor grids0,2 and3, respectively.Onceagain,thevelocityprofiles
behavevery similarlyto thoseof Re= 70,000exceptfor delayedseparationlocationsand
a smallerseparationbubblefor correspondinggrids. Theprofilesat x = 4.75inchesshow
ahint of separationfor all grids. Theseparationlocationis just downstreamof x = 4.75
inchesfor Re= 100,000for all grids0-3 tested.Theseparationlocationsweredetermined
to bex = 4.8 inchesfor all threeFSTI with Re= 100,000.Thenear-wallconstantmean
velocity regionis extendedto x - 6.75inchesfor gid 0, x = 6.25inchesfor grid 2 andto
x = 5.75 inchesfor grid 3. The total bubble length and height are inversely proportional
to FSTI. Comparing the streamline patterns for the three Reynolds number cases shown
in figures 17a-26a, it can be noted that these separation bubbles have little effect on the
global flow field. The global mean streamlines for each condition are almost identical,
even though the separation bubbles are substantially different in size. This invariance of
the global streamline pattern in spite of the existence of a small separation bubble was
also observed by the LDV experiment by Morin and Patrick (1991).
A series of mean velocity profiles for Re = 250,000 are plotted in figures 27-29 for
grids 0, 2 and 3, respectively. In these three figures any discernable near-wall distortion
of the mean velocity profiles can not be observed. Due to the high flow speed, the
boundary layers can overcome the adverse pressure effects and stay attached for each
level of freestream turbulence throughout the measurement locations. This attached
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boundarylayerchangesfrom laminarto turbulent throughtransitionon thesurface.The
transition locationsof thisattachedboundarylayerfor Re= 250,000andthreeFSTIwill
bedeterminedlaterfromtheintermittencyprofiles.
Thecontourplotsof thesamemeanvelocity distributions(U/Uin)of Re= 35,000
for _ids 0, 2, 3 and4 areshownin figures30-33,respectively.Theseplotswere
generatedfrom evenlyspacedmeanvelocity datain theadversepressuregradientregion
from x - 4.25inchesto 9.25incheswith anincrementof 0.5 inches.They-scalehasbeen
expandedby afactorof 17relativeto thex-scaleto showthedetailsin theboundary
layer. Thegeneralshapeof thebubblecanbedeterminedfrom thiscontourplot.
Considerthecontourlineswith thevaluesof U/Uin from 0.1to 1.3in theregionbetween
x = 4.25 inchesand6.75inchesfor grid 0 in figure 30,whicharealmostparallelto each
other. Thevelocitygradientisnearlyconstantin theseparatedlaminarshearlayerjust
outsidethefront partof thebubble,indicatingthat theflow is notexpanding.Thebubble
hasa shallowtriangulardead-airegionanda rathersteepclosingareadueto high
turbulentdiffusionbroughtdownto thenear-wall regionbyturbulenttransport.At the
endof thedead-airregion(maximumbubbleheight),theprofilesshowasuddenincrease
in the magnitude of velocity near the wall in the reverse flow region. Due to inability of
the hot-wire to detect the direction of flow, this reverse flow could be falsely read by the
hot-wire as a forward flow, which results in a higher velocity reading. This steep closing
of the bubble in the reverse flow region might not be true, possibly happening at a much
milder pace in the real situation than shown in this contour plot. The flow reattaches
probably a little farther downstream than the location that can be obtained from this
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contourplot. Comparingthiscontourplot with a correspondingcarpetplot of mean
velocity profileswith grid0 for Re= 35,000,theprofile at x = 7.75inchesasseenin
figure 16still showsaconstantvelocityzonenearthewall andtheflow reattachesin
betweenx = 7.75 inchesand8.25inches,while thecontourplots in figure30showearlier
reattachmentaroundx = 7.25inches.Thecontourplots in or aroundthereverseflow
regionbetweenthemaximumbubbleheightandthereattachmentlocationsare
misleading.Thereattachmentlocationsaredeterminedfrom theshapefactorsratherthan
from thesecontourplots.
From thiscontourplot, it canbeobservedthat thevelocitygradientdecreasesto a
minimumvaluearoundthereattachmentlocationandcontinuesto increaseagainto a
turbulentvalue. Thevaluesof U/rUin change from 0.1 to 0.2 over the y distance of 0.07
inches around x = 7.25 inches, so the velocity gradient is the minimum there throughout
the measurement locations. The velocity gradient at or near the reattachment location
should be zero since there is no skin friction, but because of the limitations of the hot-
wire, a small velocity gradient was measured.
The contour plots for grids 2, 3 and 4 (figures 31-33) exhibit the same trends as
that for grid 0 except for the earlier reattachment, resulting in a smaller bubble size. The
contour plots for higher FSTI (grids 3 and 4) show a more gentle closing of the separation
bubble. Since the size of the separation bubble is so small (less than 1.5 inches) for these
higher FSTI the corresponding reverse flow zone becomes proportionally smaller
compared to the two lower FSTI cases. The falsely high declaring velocity zone is
reduced substantially. The reattachment locations determined from the contour plot for
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thesehigherFSTI casesarein fair agreementwith thosedeterminedfrom theshape
factors.
Figures34-37presenthecontourplots of meanvelocity profilesfor Re= 70,000
with grids0, 2, 3 and4, respectively.Thesimilar contourplotsof Re= 100,000for grids
0, 2 and3 areshownin figures38-40,respectively.Theeffectsof FSTI for each
Reynoldsnumberarethesameasfor Re -- 35,000. The flow in the free shear layer
around the separation bubble behaves quite similarly to those for the Re = 35,000 case.
The bubble sizes shrink with increasing FSTI for each Reynolds number and the velocity
gradient is at its minimum around the reattachment locations. The contour plots of mean
velocity profiles for Re = 250,000 are shown in figures 41-43 for grids 0, 2 and 3,
respectively. Since the flow for Re = 250,000 is attached throughout the measurement
locations, no distortion of contours can be observed for any FSTI cases. The velocity
profiles are simply getting fuller as the flow goes downstream.
Fluctuating RMS Velocity Profiles
The fluctuating rms velocity profiles normalized with inlet freestream mean
velocity (U'_ms/Uin) for Re = 35,000 with grid 0 are shown in figure 44. The scales used in
the rms velocity profiles are exactly same as the counterpart of mean velocity profiles. To
get the details around the separation bubble the expanded plot of rms velocity profiles in
the adverse pressure gradient region from x = 3.25 inches to 7.75 inches are shown in
figure 44a using the same scales as in the expanded mean velocity plots. Also included in
this figure are the same streamlines plotted in the mean velocity profiles in figure 16a. In
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the laminar boundary layer for a low freestream turbulence level (grid 0), the rms velocity
profile shows a nearly flat profile with small magnitudes in the region from the first
streamwise measurement location of x = 1.75 inches up to x = 6.25 inches. The small
peak starts to show up in the near-wall region and a broad hump appears just outside of
the separated flow region at x = 6.75 inches. It will be shown later in the intermittency
profiles that the flow starts to transition at this location. Those two humps grow in
magnitude at x = 7.25 inches and merge together farther downstream. The fluctuating
energy increases its strength as the flow goes through transition. This increased turbulent
energy is transported to near the wall and then overcomes the adverse pressure gradient
effect, and finally makes the flow reattach on the surface. The location of the maximum
rms velocity moves toward the wall as the flow goes downstream and the rms velocity
profile resembles that of a fully turbulent boundary layer.
Figures 45-47 show the distributions of rms velocity profiles throughout the entire
measurement location for Re = 35,000 with grids 2, 3 and 4. The same rrns velocity
profiles around the separation bubble are shown in figures 45a-47a. The rms velocity
profiles show a small laminar peak around y = 0.025 inches at x = 1.75 inches in the
laminar boundary layer. This small near-wall peak starts to grow in magnitude and moves
away from the wall up to the location of the maximum bubble height for each flow. This
peak in the shear layer grows rapidly after the maximum bubble height and triggers a
slowing of bubble growth due to turbulent energy dispersion. The fluctuating energy is
brought down to the near-wall region by turbulent transport. Once the flow is reattached,
then the turbulent rms hump broadens its size toward the wall and the rms velocity profile
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evolvescloserto thatof afully turbulentboundarylayer. Theflow behaviorfor these
threegrids issimilar to eachother.For higher freestreamturbulencelevels(grids3 and
4), thepeakisbiggerthanthatof grid 2 atthefirst measurementstationdueto higher
freestreamturbulencelevels.
Figures48-51presenthefluctuatingvelocity profilesfor Re= 70,000withgrids
0, 2, 3 and4, respectively.Theflow behavioris similar to thecorrespondingflow for Re
= 35,000. Anotherslighthintof thesmallpeakis noticedinsidethebubbleatx = 6.25
inchesfor grid 0 astheflow goesthroughtransition. This secondpeakdevelopedinside
thebubblegrowsin magnitudeat x = 6.75inches. As the flow reattaches, the near-wall
peak merges with the other peak developed in the free shear layer. In the LDV
experiment on the diverging channel flow performed by Morin and Patrick (1991), they
observed that the second peak developed inside the bubble substantially out_ew the first
peak and they merged together farther downstream. They also found that the third peak
developed around the edge of the boundary layer.
For higher freestream turbulence levels (grids 2, 3 and 4), the peak is bigger in
magnitude than that for grid 0 at the first streamwise measurement station because the
laminar boundary layer is buffeted by higher freestream turbulence. No second peaks are
observed inside the bubble of the reverse flow region due to much smaller bubble length
for higher FSTI as well as the limitation of the hot wire. Generally, the laminar peak
grows in strength and moves away from the wall, having maximum strength in the shear
layer around the reattachment region. The near-wall rms velocities are gaining the
strength farther downstream and the rms velocity profiles are getting closer to those of the
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fully turbulentattachedboundarylayer. However,thefluctuatingvelocityprofiles
measuredevenat thefarthestdownstreammeasurementstation(x -- 9.25 inches) still
deviate from that of the equilibrium flat plate turbulent boundary layer suggested by
Klebanoff (1955) for each condition. The flow behavior is similar to each other except
the location and magnitude of the maximum rms peak due to earlier transition and
reattachment for higher FSTI cases.
Figures 52-54 present the carpet plots of rms velocity profiles for Re = 100,000
with grids 0, 2 and 3, respectively. Corresponding expanded profiles for Re -- 100,000 are
shown in figures 52a-54a. Two peaks of rms velocity profiles are apparent at x = 6.25
inches for the grid 0 case. Due to smaller size of the reverse flow zone than that of Re =
70,000, the development of the near-wall peak cannot be further observed. Once again, as
the flow reattaches around x = 6.75 inches, the two peaks merge and the peak strength
reaches the maximum value. The rms velocity profiles develop into those of a fully
turbulent boundary layer farther downstream. For higher FSTI (grids 2 and 3), no clear
near-wall peak is observed. The development of the rms velocity profiles from the
laminar attached boundary layer through transition in the shear layer over the separation
bubble to the reattached boundary layer is similar to each other except for earlier
reattachment and transition for grid 3. Comparing the rms velocity profiles for the lower
Reynolds number cases, it is observed that rms double peaks with one in the free shear
layer and another inside the bubble appear for the lowest FSTI (grid 0). However no clear
rms peak inside the bubble is observed for grids 2-4 cases. Only one broad rms peak
appears just outside the separated flow.
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Figures55-57showthedevelopmentof rmsvelocity profiles for Re= 250,000
with grids0, 2 and3, respectively.As shownin thecounterpartmeanvelocityprofiles
(figures27-29),noseparationof theboundarylayeris observedin theflow field with any
grids. The rmsnear-wallpeakin the laminarboundarylayerat x = 1.75inchesgrowsin
magnitudeandmovesslightlyawayfrom thewall astheflow movesdownstreamand
changesto turbulentthroughtransitionfor eachcondition. For higherFSTI,theflow
becomesturbulentearlierin theboundarylayerdueto earliertransition. Thelocationsof
transitionwill bedeterminedbasedon theintermittencyprofiles later in thischapter.
Figures58-61showthecontourplotsof thesamefluctuatingrmsvelocity
distributions(U'rms]Uin) of Re = 35,000 for grids 0, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. These plots
were generated from evenly spaced fluctuating rms velocity data in the diverging section
from x = 4.25 inches to 9.25 inches with an increment of 0.5 inches. The scales used in
these contour plots are exactly the same as in the corresponding contour plots of the mean
velocity profiles. The y-scale has been expanded 17 times compared to the x-scale to
show the details in the near-wall region. For grid 0 (FSTI = 1%) as shown in figure 58,
U'rms/Uin is less than 0.04 in the region up to x = 6.5 inches since the fluctuating energy is
quite low in the laminar portion of the separation bubble all the way up to freestream.
The fluctuating energy starts to gain its strength in the free shear layer around y = 0.15
inches outside the separation bubble at x = 6.75 inches. As the flow goes through
transition, the fluctuating energy propagates into the surface and the flow finally
reattaches. The maximum turbulent energy occurs at or just downstream of the
reattachment location in the shear layer at y = 0.08 inches above the surface for grid 0
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case.For grid 2, thefluctuatingenergyshowsthehighestlevelof U'_s/Uin= 0.06aty =
0.06 inchesjust outsideof theseparationbubbleatx = 4.25inches. This turbulentenergy
peakmovesawayfrom thewall to y = 0.1 inchesaroundx = 6inchesandthemaximum
energylevel increasesto U'rms/rUin "- 0.16 as the flow goes through transition. This
turbulent energy propagates both toward the wail and into the freestream as the flow goes
downstream. The highest level of fluctuating energy (U'rms/Ui,, = 0.24) shows at or just
downstream of the reattachment location and around y = 0.1 inches in the shear layer. For
higher FSTI of grids 3 and 4, the trend is similar to that of the grid 2 case. As FSTI
increases, the maximum level of energy peak gets higher due to higher freestream
turbulence energy (max of U'rms/'Uin -" 0.26 for grid 3 and 0.28 for grid 4) and the
maximum energy peak locates upstream due to earlier reattachment (x = 6.6 inches for
grid 3 and 6.3 inches for grid 4). However, the y location of maximum turbulent energy
peak is almost the same at y = 0.1 inches regardless of FSTI.
Figures 62-65 present the contour plots of the fluctuating rms velocity
distributions (U'_ms/Uin) of the Re = 70,000 case for grids 0, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The
development of fluctuating velocity profiles and propagation of turbulent energy are
similar to the counterparts at Re = 35,000 for each condition. Since the separation bubble
is getting shallower with increasing Reynolds number, the maximum energy peak outside
of the separation bubble at x = 4.25 inches for grids 2-4 is located around y = 0.03 inches
closer to the wall than that for Re = 35,000. This energy peak moves away from the wall
and gains strength farther downstream. Through transition the turbulent energy
propagates deeper into the near-wall area than the Re - 35,000 case. The maximum
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energypeakjust downstreamof thereattachmentlocationoccursataroundy - 0.06
inchesfor eachcondition,whichis closerto thesurfacethanthatfor theRe= 35,000
case. OnceagainasFSTI increases,themaximumlevelof energy peak increases (max of
U'_msB.Jin= 0.24 for grid 3 and 0.26 for grid 4) and the streamwise location of the
maximum energy peak moves upstream.
The contour plots of fluctuating velocity profiles for Re = 100,000 are shown in
figures 66-68 for grids 0, 2 and 3, respectively. The trend of development of turbulent
energy is identical to the counterparts of Re = 70,000. The deeper penetration of turbulent
energy into the near-wall region than previous for the two lower Reynolds number cases
is obvious for each FSTI. The maximum turbulent energy peak just downstream of the
reattachment location is around y = 0.05 inches for each condition.
Integral Quantities
The variations of displacement (8'), momentum (0) and energy (e) thicknesses in
the streamwise direction determined by integrating the mean velocity profiles from the
surface to the edge of the boundary layer for Re = 35,000 with grids 0-4 are shown in
figure 69. The energy thickness is a measure of the energy dissipation in the boundary
layer due to viscous and turbulent stresses. The values of displacement thickness decrease
with an increase of FSTI as the separation bubble shrinks. For each FSTI, 5" increases
rapidly to a local maximum near the maximum bubble height, decreases to a local
minimum and then slightly increases to an exit value. The maximum value of
displacement thickness decreases with an increase of FSTI and moves upstream
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progressively.Themomentumandenergythicknessesincreasemonotonicallythroughout
thetest section.Thegrowthratesof 5"is the greatestamongthethreeintegralthicknesses
in theseparatedflow region.Thegrowth ratesof both 0 and _ are similar to each other in
the laminar portion of the separation bubble. Both values of 0 and _ increase with an
increase of FST ! (from grid 0 to 3) up to the maximum bubble height. There is, however,
no clear trend farther downstream.
The characteristics of the separation bubbles are generally described by the
properties at separation. At separation the displacement thickness changes rather rapidly,
while the momentum thickness varies quite slowly due to negligible skin friction. Thus 0
is a much more suitable choice than 5" to describe bubble behavior (Gaster, 1969;
O'Meara and Mueller, 1986).
The plots of shape factors, HI2 (= _*/0) and H32 (= Pal'0), for Re = 35,000 with four
grids are presented in figure 70. For each condition, H_2 monotonically increases to a
local maximum around the maximum bubble height and sharply decreases to a local
minimum downstream from reattachment and then levels out to the values of a turbulent
boundary layer. The peak values move upstream with increasing FSTI. This trend is very
similar to that observed in the 15"variation. The opposite trends are obvious in the
variation of H32 for each condition.
The variations of 6", 0 and _ for Re = 70,000 with four grids are shown in figure
71. Their distributions of shape factors are shown in figure 72. For Re = 100,000 the
variations of integral thicknesses and shape factors with grids 0-3 are plotted in figures 73
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and74,respectively.Thetrendof each5 integralquantitiesfor Re= 70,000and100,000
is thesameastheir counterpartfor theRe= 35,000case.For eachReynoldsnumber,
both8" andH12areinverselyproportionalto FSTI andtheir localmaximamoveupstream
with increasingFSTI. However,H32is proportionallychangingwith FSTI.
Thedistributionsof integralquantitiesfor Re= 250,000with grids0, 2and3 are
shownin figures75and76. All threequantities,5", 0 ande, increase monotonically as
the attached boundary layers develop downstream for each FSTI. While there is no clear
variation of 5" with FSTI, the momentum and turbulent energy increase with increasing
FSTI throughout the test section. The shape factors for Re = 250,000 behave as expected.
The values of H12 and H32 start with those of a laminar boundary layer and change to those
of a turbulent boundary layer as the flow moves downstream. The characteristics of flow
parameters including freestream and boundary layer properties throughout the entire test
section from x = 1.75 inches to 9.25 inches are listed in Tables 3-16 for all 14 test cases.
The most commonly used parameter for determining the separation location is the
shape factor H12. However, as noted in the figures 70, 72 and 74, H12 varies rapidly at the
separation point due to the large gradient of 6" and scatters in the upstream region up to
the maximum bubble height for different levels of freestream turbulence. On the other
hand, H32 changes quite slowly throughout the separated flow and is nearly identical up to
the separation location regardless of freestream turbulence levels. H32 is, thus, a more
logical choice for determining the separation point. The separation locations are
determined in this experiment from a careful examination of the mean velocity profiles
with the aid of the distribution of H32 (close to 1.52) for each condition.
5O
ReattachmentmodelsbasedonshapefactorsHi2 and H32 have proven to be useful
in previous separation bubble calculations. Horton (1969) suggested a universal velocity
profile at reattachment with values of HI2 and H3z of 3.5 and 1.51, respectively. The
reattachment locations in this study were determined to be where H32 is equal to 1.51 for
each condition. The separation and reattachment locations determined from the shape
factors are closely matched to those obtained from the pressure and mean velocity
distribution within experimental error. The streamwise separation and reattachment
locations are listed in Tables 17-19 for Re = 35,000, 70,000 and 100,000, respectively.
Interrnittency Profiles
Intermittency values were computed from the digitally recorded instantaneous
velocity signals. Each instantaneous velocity signal was segregated into turbulent and
non-turbulent parts based on the criteria of the first and second derivatives of the signals
as described in Chapter 1_. Intermittency, y, is defined as the fraction of time during
which the flow at a given position remains turbulent after the onset of transition. A flow
is considered fully turbulent if y= 1 and fully laminar if y= 0. The transition start and
end locations are determined based on the intermittency profiles. The start location of
transition is where y starts to deviate from zero, while the end location is where y = 0.99.
The variations of the intermittency profiles in the normal direction, y, for Re =
35,000 with four grid configurations are shown in figures 77-80. As shown in figure 77
for grid 0, the flow is laminar up to x = 6.25 inches. Transition begins just downstream of
x = 6.25 inches, but doesn't end even at the last measurement location for Re = 35,000
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with grid 0 dueto low speedandFSTI. A peakintermittencyoccursaty = 0.025inches
for astreamwisestationof x = 6.75 inches.As the flow proceeds downstream and
becomes fully turbulent in the test section, the peak intermittency values move toward the
wall. As shown in figures 78-80, the transition starts around x = 5.75 inches for grid 2,
between x = 5.25 and 5.75 inches for grid 3 and around x = 5.25 inches for grid 4. The
transition ends at x = 7.25 inches for grid 2, around 6.75 inches for grid 3 and x = 6.25
inches for grid 4. It is clear that both transition start and end points move upstream
progressively with an increase of FSTI. The rates at which the transition end points move
upstream is faster than that for transition start points with FSTI, so the transition length
decreases with an increase of FSTI. The actual transition start and end locations will be
determined based on the Narasimha's (1984) model for each condition in the last section
of intermittency profiles. It is noted that the transition is initiated on the laminar portion
of the separation bubble, and due to increased turbulent energy caused by transition, the
separated flow reattaches as transition progresses as discussed in the section of fluctuating
rms velocity profiles.
The distributions of intermittency profiles are presented in figures 81-84 for Re =
70,000 with grids 0-4 and in figures 85-87 for Re = 100,000 with grids 0-3. Higher FSTI
causes earlier transition over a shorter distance for each Reynolds number so the flow
becomes turbulent more quickly. As shown in figures 85-87 for Re = 100,000, the
intermittency has its peak around y = 0.05 inches at x = 6.25 inches for grids 0 and at x =
5.75 inches for grid 2. The intermittency peak occurs around y = 0.025 inches for grid 3.
It can be said that transition is initiated predominantly in the free shear layer just outside
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of the separationbubbleandpropagatestowardthewail asthetransitionis completed.
The intermittencyprofilesalsoclearly indicatetheexistenceof afinite transitionlength
Overaseparatedflow regionevenfor thehighestReynoldsnumberandFSTI. In earlier
studies(Gaster,1969;Roberts,1975,1980),thetransitionona shortseparationbubble
wasassumedto happeninstantaneouslyatthemaximumheightof thebubble.However,
morerecentstudieson theseparationbubble(Malkiel andMayle,1995;SimonandQiu,
1997)clearlydemonstratethetransitionzonefrom theintermittencymeasurements.
Theintermittencyprofilesfor Re= 250,000areshownin figures88-90for grids0,
2 and3, respectively.Thetrendof earliertransitionoverashorterdistancewith higher
FSTI is detected.Due to highspeedtheboundarylayeris attachedandrelativelythin. So
thetransitionpossiblyoccursin anear-wallregion(y < 0.15inches),producingashallow
intermittencyprofile for eachcondition.
Theintermittencyprofilesareusedto determinethetransitiononsetandend
locations. Basedon theEmmons'(1951)turbulentspot theory,Narasimha(1984)
suggestedamodelwith whichtransitionlocationscanbeobtainedsystematically.The
following function,f(7), isevaluatedfor themaximumintermittencyvalue,y, in the
normaldirection,y, ateachstreamwisemeasurementlocation,x.
f(r) = ln(1- y)
Figure 91 presents the variation of f(7) with x for Re = 35,000. A least-square fit to those
data points for each grid is extrapolated to frO) = 0 and f(0.99) = 2.146. The streamwise
locations for two extrapolated points are taken as the onset and end locations of transition.
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The transitionlocationsandlengthdeterminedfrom f(_,)arelistedin Tables17-20for Re
= 35,000,70,000,100,000and250,000,respectively.
It isobservedthatthetransitionendlocation is fartherdownstreamthanthe
reattachmentlocationfor Re= 35,000caseregardlessof FSTI. Thetransitionprocessis
quite delayeddueto avery low speed.However,astheflow speedincreasesfor theRe=
70,000and 100,000cases,theflow becomesturbulentthroughtransitionearlierand
quicker thanthatfor theRe= 35,000case.Due to substantiallyincreasedturbulent
fluctuatingenergythroughtransitionoverashorterdistance,theflow becomesturbulent
andfinally reattaches.Thetransitiondatafrom a cascadexperimentonsimulatedLPT
by SimonandQiu (1997)alsoshowthesametrends.For their lowestReynoldsnumber
of 50,000thetransitionis delayedpastthereattachmentlocationregardlessof FSTI. For
higherReynoldsnumbersof 100,000and300,000thetransitionendsandflow becomes
turbulentbeforetheflow reattaches.
DhawanandNarasimha(1958)proposedamodelfor describingtheintermittency
within thetransitionzone,which is
7,,= 1_ e-0.412_ z
where
-" (X "Xts)/(Xte - Xts)
Dhawan and Narasimha (1958) used xts taken at 7= 0.25 and xt¢ taken at _,= 0.75. Volino
and Simon (1995) algebraically modified the original Dhawan and Narasimha model as
follows to use the actual start and end locations of transition.
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7 = 1-e"4'6[(x-xts)/(xte'xts)]2
wherextstakenaty = 0 andXtetakenaty = 0.99.
Figure92showsthedistributionof intermittencywithin thetransitionzonealong
with thecurveof themodifiedversionof theDhawanandNarasimhamodel. The
transition locationsdeterminedfrom fly) asdescribedin figure91 for theseparatedflow
arein goodagreementwith themodelfor eachcondition,eventhoughthismodelis for
unacceleratedflow. Note thatthetransitionis initiated in the laminarpartof theseparated
flow wherethereis noor little pressurevariationasshownin Cpdistributionsof figures
12-14. That'sprobablythereasonthatthe intermittencymodelfor unacceleratedflow
workswell for theseparatedflow.
Power Spectra
Spectraldataweretakento helpunderstandthecharacterandnatureof the
disturbancesin theboundarylayerandfreestreamregionsof theflow field. Power
spectraldataweremeasuredusingaDantecstraighttypesinglehot-wireprobe. The
samplingratewassetat 12.8kHz andthespectrawereaveragedover100scans.The
powerspectraldensity(PSD)dataweremeasuredatthenormalpositionwherethe
fluctuatingrmsvelocitywasamaximumin theboundarylayerfor eachconditionfrom x
= 1.75inchesto 9.25inches.Figures93-96presentthedistributionof thePSDfunction
for Re= 70,000with grids0, 2, 3 and4, respectively. For claritythePSDfunctions
measuredatstreamwiselocationsfrom x = 5.25 inchesto 7.25inchesareplottedin these
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figures. The samepowerspectraldensityfunctionsmultiplied bythefrequency(f * PSD)
arepresentedin figures93a-96afor grids0, 2, 3and4, respectively.In theseenergy
coordinatesof figures93a-96a,theareaundereachPSDcurvein anyfrequencybandis
directlyproportionalto theenergyin thatfrequencybandwidth. As shown in figure 93 for
grid 0, the low levels of fluctuating energy are confined in the frequencies less than 300
Hz at x = 5.25 and 5.75 inches, resembling a laminar flow-field spectra. The flow field
was contaminated by the main and bleed blowers' noise and their sub-harmonics. When
the transition starts and is in early stage at x = 6.25 inches, the PSD in the range of
frequency between 50 Hz and 900 Hz increase slightly, but the values of PSD decrease
outside of this frequency range. The same PSD data in energy coordinates shown in figure
94 show no turbulent energy at any frequencies up to x = 6.25 inches. As transition
progresses farther downstream, the PSD jumps substantially. About a two-order of PSD
magnitude increase from x = 6.25 inches to 6.75 inches and one-order of PSD jump from
x = 6.75 inches to 7.25 inches can be observed for all frequency bandwidth of 5 KHz.
For grid 2 as shown in figures 94 and 94a, the energy of the laminar flow is
confined in f < 200 Hz with a peak at f = 12 Hz for the profiles at x = 5.25 inches and
5.75 inches. As transition progresses energy containing frequency is expanded to 2 KHz.
The energy level in the range of f > 30 Hz increases substantially, but the low frequency
energy (f < 30 Hz) decreases. The energy peak moves from an f * PSD value of 0.1 at f =
12 Hz (x = 5.75 inches) to 0.6 at f -- 120 Hz (x = 7.25 inches) as the flow goes
downstream. It can be noted that due to increased freestream turbulence the PSD
magnitude for grid 2 is about two-orders higher than the corresponding values for grid 0
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up to x = 6.25inchesandaboutone-orderhigherat x = 6.75inches. However, when the
flow becomes turbulent the increase of PSD due to increased FSTI is minimal.
The development of PSD profiles for Re = 70,000 with grids 3 and 4 can be seen
in figures 95-96 and 95a-96a (energy coordinates). Due to increased FSTI, the energy
levels in laminar and transitional flow substantially grow. However, no effect of FSTI on
turbulent energy is observed when the flow becomes turbulent. Comparing the magnitude
of energy peak (maximum f * PSD) at x = 5.25 inches, it is increased from 0.5 for grid 3
to 0.65 for grid 4. At x = 5.75 inches the peak values of f * PSD increase from 0.35 for
grid 3 to 0.6 for grid 4. The low frequency energy level contained in f < 40 Hz is
decreasing in magnitude as the flow develops for the grids 3 and 4 cases. This low
frequency energy peak at f = 12 Hz moves to f = 120 Hz as flow goes farther downstream,
similar to the case of grid 2.
Figures 97-99 show the PSD functions for Re = 100,000 with grids 0, 2 and 3,
respectively. The same data plotted in energy coordinates are presented in figures 97a-
99a. The general feature of PSD variation for Re = 100,000 is similar to that of Re =
70,000 for each condition except for the energy peak levels and locations due to different
flow speed. The energy levels in the laminar and transitional flow for grid 0 are lower
than the counterparts for higher FSTI. Due to low freestream turbulence level of 1% for
grid 0, the flow is susceptible to environment noise. As with grid 0 for Re = 70,000
(figure 93), a narrow banded PSD hump around f = 120 Hz is evident which is related to
the main blower noise. As shown in figures 97a for the grid 0 case, no noticeable
turbulent energy can be found at streamwise locations up to 6.25 inches. As the flow
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developsthroughtransitionthehigh frequencyenergylevel increasesubstantiallyatx =
6.75inchesand7.25inches.Themaximumenergypeakoccursat f ; 250Hz with grid 0.
As shownin figure98a,theenergyis containedin f < 400Hz atx - 5.25inches
andin f < 1KHz atx = 5.75incheswith grid 2. As transitionprogressesthespectral
energybecomesbroadbanded.Thehighfrequencyenergylevel increaseswhile the low
frequencyenergy(f < 60Hz) decreases.The maximumenergypeakmovesto thehigher
frequencyfrom f= 12Hz atx = 5.75inchesto f= 300Hz at x = 6.75inchesasflow
develops.For grid 3 asshownin figure99a,theenergyis containedf < 1KHz with a
peakat f = 12Hz andx = 5.25inches. Onceagainastransitionprogresses,high
frequencyenergyincreasesbut low frequencyenergydecreases.Themaximumenergy
peakmovesto thehigherfrequencyfrom f = 12Hz atx = 5.75inchesto f - 300Hz atx -
6.75 inches.Theenergyleveldropsto thefully turbulentlevel,astheflow becomesfully
turbulentfartherdownstream.
As for theReynoldsnumbereffectson thespectralenergy,thelow frequency
energypeakfor theflow in thelaminaror earlytransitionalstageisobservedat f = 12Hz
regardlessof Reynoldsnumbers.As flow developstheturbulentenergyis morebroad-
bandedandthemaximumenergypeakmovesto higherfrequencyfor bothReynolds
numbers. As theReynoldsnumberincreases,theflow showsmorehighfrequency
content.Themaximumenergypeakoccursat higherfrequencyastheReynoldsnumber
increases.It is f = 120Hzfor Re= 70,000andf = 300Hz for Re= 100,000.
It is believedthatthetransitionprocessovertheseparationbubblefor low
freestreamturbulencelevel is similar to thatof thefreeshearlayer,which is causedby a
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Kelvin-Helmholtztypeinstabilityin theflow field. However,Malkiel andMayle(1995)
arguedthat the intermittencydevelopmentin separationbubblesismodeledwith the
turbulentspottheoryusedin attachedboundarylayersandthereis alsoevidenceof
Kelvin-Helmholtz vortexpairingin thetransitionregion. ThepresentPSDdataoverthe
separationbubbleshowsnobroadbanddisturbancehumparoundf = 1500Hz.,which
would becausedby aKelvin-Helmholtztypeinstabilitywave. SincenoTollmien-
Schlichtingor Kelvin-Helmholtzinstabilitiesrelatedturbulentenergyhumpsaredetected
in thepresentspectraldatafor anycases,it canbespeculatedthatthetransitionprocessof
thepresentexperimentis relatedto abypasstransition.
Reynolds Number Effects on the Separated Flow
The flow separation and subsequent transition processes on a separated flow are
strongly affected by freestream turbulence levels and Reynolds numbers. In the previous
section, a discussion was given to clarify the effects of freestream turbulence level on the
flow separation and transition for each Reynolds number. Generally the mean and
fluctuating rms velocity profiles, intermittency profiles and power spectral data with
different levels of freestream turbulence were compared with each other for each
Reynolds number. In this section, the variations of mean velocity profiles, fluctuating
rms velocity profiles and intermittency profiles with respect to Reynolds numbers at some
selected streamwise measurement locations around the separation bubbles will be
investigated for each FSTI. Since no laminar separation bubbles are observed for Re =
250,000 with any FSTI, the flow for this configuration will not be included in this
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discussion.For grid 0 (FSTI= 1%), thediscussionwill bemadein theregionfrom x =
4.25 inchesto 7.75inchesandfor grid 2 (FSTI= 2 %) andgrid 3 (FSTI= 3 %),from x =
4.25 inchesto 7.25inches.
Flow with Freestream Turbulence level of 1% (Grid O)
Figure 100 presents the variation of the mean velocity (U/Win) profiles with
Reynolds number at x = 4.25 inches for grid 0. The corresponding fluctuating velocity or
turbulent intensity (U'_s/Uin) profiles are shown in figure 101. The separation location
was determined to be at x = 3.85 inches for Re = 35,000. The mean velocity profile at x =
3.75 inches starts to show an inflection point in the profile near the wall, which is a
precursor to boundary layer separation. The mean velocity profile for Re = 35,000 at x =
4.25 inches shows a very small constant velocity zone near the wall indicating the flow is
already separated. The mean velocity profiles for the Re = 70,000 and 100,000 are typical
attached laminar boundary layer profiles. The fluctuating velocity plots are typical
laminar profiles. Intermittency values are all zeros at x = 4.25 inches for any Reynolds
numbers, indicating the flows are either laminar separated flow for Re = 35,000 or
laminar attached flows for Re = 70,000 and 100,000.
Mean and fluctuating rms velocity profiles at x = 4.75 inches are shown in figures
102 and 103. Intermittency values at x = 4.75 inches are all zeros, indication all laminar
flows for all three Reynolds number cases. The near-wall constant velocity zone for Re =
35,000 does not grow much compared to that at x - 4.25 inches. The mean velocity
profile for Re = 70,000 starts to show a deflection near the wall, while the mean velocity
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profile for Re= 100,000showsanattachedlaminarprofile. Thermsvelocityprofilesfor
all threeReynoldsnumbercasesarequitesimilar to thoseat x = 4.25inches,showing
typical laminarprofiles.
Figures104and105presenthemeanandrmsvelocity profilesatx = 5.25inches.
The flows areseparatedfor thesethreeReynoldsnumbers.Thenear-wallseparationzone
for Re= 35,000startsto growup to y = 0.02 inchesandthiszoneis extendedalittle
further for Re= 70,000thanthatat x = 4.75 inches. Themeanvelocityprofile for Re=
100,000showsanear-walldeflection,indicatingflow separation.Thermsvelocity
profilesaresimilar to thetwopreviouscases,showingnopeculiarfeatures.The
intermittencyvaluesarestill zerothroughouttheboundarylayer. All flowsarelaminar
from thedead-airzoneinsidethebubbleto the laminar freeshearlayeroutsideof the
bubblewithout anyhint of transition.
Meanandrmsvelocityprofilesatx = 5.75inchesfor grid 0 areshownin figures
106and 107. Correspondingintermittencyprofiles at x = 5.75inchesarepresentedin
figure 108. Thenear-wallseparationzoneis extendedto y = 0.03inchesfor Re= 35,000
andaroundy - 0.025inchesfor Re= 70,000and 100,000.Thefluctuatingvelocity
profiles startto showasmallhumpjust outsideof theseparationbubblefor each
Reynoldsnumber. This smallhumpmovesslightly towardthewall with anincreaseof
Reynoldsnumber.Theintermittencyvaluesareall zerosexceptfor asmallportionof
maximum',/of 2 % around y = 0.03 inches for Re = 100,000. The transition on the
separated flow is about to start at x = 5.75 inches for Re = 100,000. The flows for Re -
35,000 and 70,000 are still in the laminar stage.
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Figures109-111presenthemeanvelocity, fluctuatingvelocity, andintermittency
profiles at x = 6.25inches,respectively.Thenear-wallseparationzoneis extendedup to
y = 0.05 inchesfor Re= 35,000andto y = 0.04 inchesfor Re= 70,000and 100,000.The
turbulent intensityprofile for Re= 35,000showsasmallhumparoundy = 0.15inches.
Thepeakvaluesof U'rms/Uin of 4 % for Re = 70,000 and 5 % for Re = 100,000 at x = 6.25
inches are observed in figure 110. These fluctuating velocity peaks are all located just
outside of the separation bubble for all three Reynolds number cases. This fluctuating
velocity peak moves toward the wall as the Reynolds number increases. The
intermittency profiles shown in figure 111 provide an interesting feature, namely double
peaks, one inside the separation bubble and another just outside the bubble in the shear
layer. For Re = 100,000, the intermittency value of the sharp peak is 67 % just outside of
the bubble and 38 % inside the bubble. The intermittency values of the sharp peaks are
about 50 % for both peaks for Re = 70,000. No transition is yet evident for flow of Re =
35,000. It is noted that the intermittency is confined in a shallow region of y < 0.05
inches since transition is in its early stages even though peak values are relatively high in
the shallow region for the two high Reynolds number cases.
The mean and fluctuating rms velocity profiles at x = 6.75 inches are shown in
figures 112 and 113. The intermittency profiles obtained from the instantaneous velocity
signals at x = 6.75 inches are presented in figure 114. From the mean velocity profiles, it
is noted that the near-wall separated flow zone has increased to y = 0.07 inches for Re =
35,000. This near-wall separated region is about the same at y = 0.04 inches as in the x =
6.25 inches case for Re = 70,000, but it is reduced to y = 0.025 inches for Re = 100,000.
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As shownin thefluctuatingvelocity profiles,theturbulentenergyis increased
substantiallyastransitionproceedsinto thefinal stagefor Re ---70,000and100,000. The
maximumintermittencyvaluesareabout95 % for Re= 70,000and98% for Re=
100,000asshownin figure 114. This increasedturbulentenergyin theshearlayerjust
outsideof thebubblepropagatesinto thewall to overcometheadversepressuregradient
effectandcausestheflow to reattach.Thepeakrmsvelocity locationsareat abouty =
0.1 inchesfor Re= 70,000andy = 0.08inchesfor Re - 100,000.Theturbulentenergy
humpat y = 0.2 inchesfor Re= 35,000is the indicationof thestartof transition,which is
evidencedin theintermittencyprofiles.
Figures115-117showthemeanvelocity, fluctuatingvelocity,andintermittency
profiles for grid 0 atx = 7.25inches,respectively.Thenear-wallseparationzonehas
ceasedto growfor Re= 35,000asshownin themeanvelocityprofiles. Thenear-wall
doubleinflectionpointsin themeanvelocity profile for Re= 35,000indicatethattheflow
is startingto reattach.Theflow for Re= 100,000is alreadyreattached.ForRe= 70,000
case,dueto increasedturbulentenergyin theshearlayerasshownin thefluctuating
velocity profile, theturbulentenergyis broughtdownto thenear-wallzonethrough
turbulent transport.This increasednear-wallturbulentenergymakestheflow reattachto
thewall for Re= 70,000. Theintermittencyvaluesof 98 % and100%for thetwo highest
Reynoldsnumbercasesindicatethat transitionis almostfinishedandtheflowsbecome
turbulent in thenear-wallzoneof y < 0.07inches. Thetransitionisstill in its earlystage
for Re= 35,000asshownin intermittencyprofiles(maxofT= 40%)andin the
fluctuatingvelocityprofileswith amaxvalueof u'_mgUin= 0.07aty = 0.15 inches.
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Figures118-120showthemeanvelocity, fluctuatingvelocity,andintermittency
profiles for grid 0 atx = 7.75inches,respectively.Thenear-wallseparationzonefurther
shrinksdownasshownin themeanvelocityprofiles for Re= 35,000sincetheflow is
aboutto reattach.Doubleinflectionpointsin themeanvelocity profile arestill evident.
For Re= 70,000and100,000theboundarylayersareattachedandturbulentasindicated
in the intermittencyvaluesof unitynearthewall (y < 0.03inches).Also shownin the
fluctuating rmsvelocityprofiles(figure 119),theflows for thesetwo highReynolds
numbersarestill progressingto thatof fully turbulentboundarylayerflow. For flow of
Re= 35,000,thetransitionis still in progresswith a maximumintermittencyof around60
%. Thetransitionproceedsat aslowpaceover the separatedflow regionfor Re= 35,000.
Thetransition is notcompletedevenat thelast measurementlocationof x = 9.25inches
for Re= 35,000,astheintermittencyis measuredto be lessthanunity there.
Flow with Freestream Turbulence level of 2 % (Grid 2)
Since the separation locations for grid 2 are almost the same as the grid 0 case for
each Reynolds number, as discussed in the previous section, it is speculated that the
development of flow over a separation bubble with grid 2 is similar in nature to the grid 0
case for each Reynolds number. Due to increased freestream turbulence intensity, earlier
transition over a shorter separation bubble and increased values of fluctuating rms
velocity are expected. Figure 121 presents the variation of the mean velocity (U]Uin)
profiles with Reynolds number at x = 4.25 inches for the grid 2 case. The corresponding
fluctuating velocity profiles are shown in figure I22. The separation location for _m'id 2
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wasjust downstreamof x = 3.75inchesfor Re= 35,000. The meanvelocityprofile at x =
4.25 inchesfor Re= 35,000showsadeflectionzonenearthewall, indicatingflow
separation.Themeanvelocityprofilesfor the othertwo Reynoldsnumbersaretypical
attachedlaminarboundarylayerprofiles. Thefluctuatingvelocityprofilesalsoshowthe
typical laminarprofiles. Theenergyhumpsarelocatedaty = 0.05inchesfor Re=
35,000,at y = 0.03 inchesfor Re= 70,000andy = 0.02 inchesfor Re= 100,000.This
turbulentenergyhumpmovestowardthewall with increasingReynoldsnumber.
Intermittencyvaluesareall zerosat x = 4.25inchesfor anyReynoldsnumbers,indicating
theflows arelaminarseparatedflow for Re= 35,000or laminarattachedflows for Re=
70,000and 100,000cases.
Meanvelocityandfluctuatingrmsvelocity profilesat x = 4.75inchesareshown
in figures 123and 124.Intermittencyvaluesatx = 4.75inchesareall zeros,indicatingall
laminarflows for all threeReynoldsnumbercases.Thenear-wallconstantvelocityzone
for Re= 35,000doesnotgrowmuchcomparedto that atx = 4.25inches.Themean
velocity profile for Re= 70,000showsaslight hint of deflectionnearthewall, while the
meanvelocity profile for Re= 100,000is still anattachedlaminarprofile. Therms
velocity profiles for all threeReynoldsnumbersarequite similar to thoseatx = 4.25
incheswith aslight increaseof peakvaluesshowingtypical laminarprofiles.
Figures125-127presenthemeanandfluctuatingrmsvelocityandintermittency
profiles at x = 5.25inches,respectively.Theflows areseparatedfor thesethreeReynolds
numbers.The near-wallseparationzonefor thetwo lowerReynoldsnumbersstartsto
extenda little furtherthanthatatx = 4.75inches. Theflow for Re= 100,000startsto
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showanear-wallseparation.Thermsvelocityprofilesaresimilar to thex = 4.75inches
casewith aslight increaseof peakmagnitude.Theintermittencyvaluesarestill zero
throughouttheboundarylayer. Theseparatedlaminarflow isevidentfor all three
Reynoldsnumbers.
Meanandrmsvelocityprofilesat x = 5.75inchesfor grid 2 areshownin figures
128and 129. Correspondingintermittencyprofilesat x = 5.75inchesarepresentedin
figure 130. Thenear-wallseparationzoneis extendedto y = 0.035inchesfor Re=
35,000andto aroundy = 0.03inchesfor Re= 70,000and I00,000. Theturbulent
intensityprofilesshowanincreaseof peakmagnitudecomparedto thecaseat x = 5.25
inchesfor all threeReynoldsnumbercases. Thesefluctuatingvelocitypeaksareall
locatedjust outsideof theseparationbubbleandtheymovetowardthewall asthe
Reynoldsnumbersincrease.Theintermittencyprofilesshowthat theflows areall in the
transitionalstagewith thehigherReynoldsnumbercasesbeingin furtherprogression.
Thepeakintermittencyvaluesare60%aroundy = 0.04 inchesfor Re= I00,000,33%
aroundy = 0.02inchesfor Re= 70,000andonly 5 % aroundy = 0.02inchesfor Re=
35,000.
Figures131-133presenthemeanandfluctuatingvelocity, andintermittency
profiles atx = 6.25inches,respectively.Thenear-wallseparationzoneis extendedup to
y = 0.05inchesfor Re= 35,000. Theseparationzonehasceasedto expandandnear-wall
doubleinflection pointsareobservedfor Re= 70,000and100,000,indicatingtheflows
arestartingto reattachto thewall dueto increasedturbulentenergy.Again, the turbulent
intensity profiles show an increase of peak value compared to the case at x = 5.75 inches
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for all threeReynoldsnumbers. Thesefluctuatingvelocitypeaksareabout20%andare
locatedjust outsideof theseparationbubble. Again, the peaks move toward the wall as
the Reynolds numbers increase. The intermittency values of 95 % and 98 % for the two
highest Reynolds number cases indicate that transition is almost finished and the flows
become turbulent in the near-wall zone of y < 0.07 inches. The transition is in its early
stage for Re = 35,000 case as shown in intermittency profiles (max of 7 = 43 %).
The mean and fluctuating rms velocity profiles and corresponding intermittency
profiles at x = 6.75 inches are shown in figures 134-136. The mean velocity profiles
show the double inflection points near the wall for Re = 35,000. As shown in the
fluctuating velocity profiles, the turbulent energy is increased substantially as transition
proceeds into the final stage (peak intermittency value of 85 %) for Re = 35,000. Again,
this increased turbulent energy in the shear layer just outside of the bubble propagates into
the wall to overcome the adverse pressure gradient effect and causes the flow to reattach.
The mean velocity profiles show that the flow for the Re = 70,000 case is almost attached
and for Re = 100,000 is already attached and has developed to a turbulent profile. The
fluctuating velocity profile for Re = 100,000 show that the magnitude is reduced
compared to that in the x = 6.25 inches case and is approaching the shape of a fully
turbulent boundary layer.
Figures 137-139 show the mean and fluctuating velocity, and intermittency
profiles for grid 2 at x = 7.25 inches, respectively. The mean velocity profiles show that
the flows are all attached for all three Reynolds number cases. The flow is about
reattached for Re = 35,000 case, though. The flows for the two higher Reynolds numbers
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arebecomingmatureinto thefully turbulentstage.Thefluctuatingrmsvelocityprofiles
indicatethatprevioussharprmsvelocitypeakshavebecomemoreroundedandfurther
reducedin magnitude,approachingfully turbulentvaluesfor theRe= 70,000and100,000
cases.The flowsareall turbulentasindicatedin the intermittencyvaluesof unitynearthe
wall for all Reynoldsnumbers.
Flow with Freestream Turbulence level of 3 % (Grid 3)
Figure 140 presents the variation of the mean velocity profiles with three different
Reynolds numbers at x = 4.25 inches for grid 3. The corresponding fluctuating velocity
profiles are shown in figure 141. The boundary layer was separated just downstream of x
- 3.75 inches for Re = 35,000 as discussed in the previous section. The mean velocity
profile with grid 3 for Re = 35,000 shows a small deflection zone near the wall indicating
flow separation. The mean velocity profiles for the other two Reynolds numbers are
typical for attached laminar boundary layer profiles. The fluctuating velocity profiles
show sharp peaks at y = 0.06 inches for Re = 35,000, at y = 0.04 inches for Re = 70,000
and at y = 0.02 inches for Re = 100,000. Due to elevated freestream turbulence intensity,
the levels of rms velocity are higher than those for the two previous low FSTI cases.
Again, this turbulent energy peak moves toward the wall with increasing Reynolds
number. Intermittency values are all zeros at x = 4.25 inches for all three Reynolds
number cases indicating the flows are laminar separated flow for Re = 35,000 or laminar
attached flows for the Re = 70,000 and 100,000 cases.
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Meanvelocityandfluctuatingrmsvelocity profiles at x = 4.75inchesareshown
in figures 142and 143. Intermittencyvaluesat x = 4.75 inchesareall zeros,indicating
laminar flows for all threeReynoldsnumbercases.The near-wallconstantvelocityzone
for theRe= 35,000casedoesnotgrowmuchcomparedto thatat x = 4.25inches.The
meanvelocity profile for Re- 70,000showsa slight hint of deflectionnearthewall, and
themeanvelocity profile for Re= 100,000is still for anattachedlaminarprofile. The
rmsvelocity profiles for all threeReynoldsnumbercasesaresimilar to thoseatx = 4.25
incheswith an increaseof peakvaluesup to 14%.
Figures144-146presenthemeanandfluctuatingrmsvelocityandintermittency
profiles at x = 5.25inches,respectively.The flows areseparatedfor all threeReynolds
numbers.Due to elevatedFSTI,thesizeof theseparationbubbleshrinks.Thenear-wall
separationzonefor thetwolowerReynoldsnumbersstartsto extendalittle furtherthan
thatat x = 4.75 inches.Theflow for theRe= 100,000casestartsto shownear-wall
separation.Thermsvelocityprofilesaresimilar to thex -- 4.75 inches case with a further
increase of peak magnitude to 17 % - 20 %. The intermittency values for Re = 35,000 are
still zero throughout the boundary layer, indicating separated laminar flow. However, the
intermittency profiles show that the flow for Re = 70,000 just begins transition, while for
Re = 100,000 the transition progresses to 25 % just outside of the bubble.
Mean and rms velocity profiles at x = 5.75 inches are shown in figures 147 and
148. Corresponding intermittency profiles for grid 3 are presented in figure 149. The
near-wall separation zone is extended to y = 0.025 inches for Re = 35,000 and around y =
0.02 inches for Re = 70,000 and 100,000. The increment of the separation zone is
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minimal dueto increasedFSTI. Therrnsvelocity profilesaresimilar to thex = 5.25
inchescasewith afurther increaseof peakmagnitudeto 22 % - 24 %. The interrnittency
profiles show that the flows are all in the transitional stage. The transition for the Re =
35,000 case is in the early stage, while for the two higher Reynolds numbers, they are
close to their final stage. The peak intermittency values are 95 % for Re = 100,000, 85 %
for Re = 70,000 and 32 % for Re = 35,000.
Figures 150-152 present the mean and fluctuating velocity, and intermittency
profiles at x = 6.25 inches, respectively. The mean velocity profiles show double
inflection points near the wall for Re = 35,000. As shown in the fluctuating velocity
profiles, the turbulent energy is increased substantially to 27 % as transition proceeds into
the final stage (peak intermittency value of 80 %) for Re = 35,000. Again, this increased
turbulent energy in the shear layer just outside of the bubble propagates into the wall to
overcome the adverse pressure gradient effect and causes the flow to reattach. The mean
velocity profiles show that the flow for the Re = 70,000 case is turbulent and just
attached, and for Re = 100,000 is already attached and is developing into fully turbulent
flow. The fluctuating velocity profile for Re = 100,000 shows that the peak magnitude is
reduced compared to that in the x = 5.75 inches case, and is approaching fully turbulent
boundary layer form.
The mean and fluctuating rms velocity profiles and corresponding intermittency
profiles at x = 6.75 inches are shown in figures 153-155. The mean velocity profiles
show that the flows are all attached for all three Reynolds number cases. The flow is just
reattached for the Re = 35,000 case. The flows for the two higher Reynolds numbers are
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gettingmatureinto thefully turbulentstage.The fluctuatingrms velocityprofilesindicate
thatprevioussharprmsvelocitypeakshavebecomemoreroundedandfurtherreducedin
magnitudeandareapproachingfully turbulentvaluesfor Re= 70,000and100,000.The
flows areall turbulentasindicatedin the intermittencyvaluesof unitynearthewall for all
Reynoldsnumbers.
Figures156-158showthemeanvelocity, fluctuatingvelocity,andintermittency
profiles for grid 3 at x = 7.25inches,respectively.Onceagain,themeanvelocityprofiles
showthat theflows areall attachedfor all threeReynoldsnumbercases.Thehighlevels
of rmsvelocity (26%) for Re= 35,000indicatethat this flow is still far from beingfully
turbulent. For Re= 70,000,theflow isbecomingmatureinto thefully turbulentstage.
Theflow for Re= 100,000iscloseto fully turbulentshowingmoreroundedrmsvelocity
peaksandreducedrmspeak(13%) approachingfully turbulentvalues.Theflowsareall
turbulentasindicatedin the intermittencyvaluesof unitynearthewall for all Reynolds
numbers.
Transition Models of the Separated Flow
Gaster (1969) proposed a two parameter bubble bursting criterion using a
relationship between momentum Reynolds number at separation and pressure parameter
= (0sE/ag)(AU/Ax), based on his two sets of airfoil data and other researcher's
experimental and calculated data. For the pressure parameter, AU is the rise in the
freestream velocity that would occur over the bubble length Ax in an unseparated inviscid
flow. According to Gaster's (1969) criterion, the separation bubbles can be either 'short'
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or 'long' type,with thedistinctionbetweenthetwo beingtheir effectson theoverall
pressuredistribution. Shortbubbleshaveonly a localdisplacementeffectasdiscussed
abovein thedistributionof themeanvelocity profiles (seethestreamlinesin figures17a-
26a),sothatthepressuredistributionis closeto thatpredictedfor theflow overthe
surfacewithout separation.However,longbubblesinteractwith theexteriorflow to such
anextent thatthepressuredistributionis different from thatpredictedwithoutthem.
Sincebubblescanbeeasilychangedfrom shortto longwith smallchangesin the
Reynoldsnumberorangleof attackof anairfoil, leadingto adramaticlossin lift and
possiblestall, it is importantto understandtheprocess(Mayle,1991).
After reexaminingGaster's(1969)andotherresearchers'low freestream
turbulencedata(0.2%< FSTI< 0.5%), Mayle (1991)developedseveraltransition
modelsfor shortandlongbubblesrelatingReynoldsnumberbasedonthelengthbetween
separationandtransitionstartlocation,Rexst,to momentumthicknessReynoldsnumbers
at separation,Re0s.
Rexst = 300Re_7
Rexst = 1000Re_7
(shortbubbles)
(longbubbles)
TheReynoldsnumbers,Rexstarecalculatedfrom thedataof separationandtransition
locationsfor eachcondition.Thedistributionsof Rexst along with the two Mayle
transition models on the separated flows are presented in figure 159 for Re = 35,000,
70,000 and 100,000. Two dotted lines included in the figure indicate the bounding limits
of the present data with coefficients of 120 and 540. The data are scattered along the
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shortbubblerelationship.Generallyspeaking,asReynoldsnumberandFSTIincrease,
thedatafall belowtheshortbubblerelationship. The separation location is affected by
Reynolds number, but not by FSTI and neither is Re0s. But the distance between
separation and transition start is strongly affected by Reynolds number and FSTI. Thus,
Rexst is strongly affected by FSTI. It is speculated that the above two Mayle models
cannot predict accurately the high FSTI flows. The FSTI effects should be included in the
model to predict the transition on the separated flows with high FSTI such as in the real
compressor or LPT.
Mayle (1991) also developed a model accounting for the actual transition length
on the separation bubble,
ReLT = 400 Re_ 7
where ReLT is the Reynolds number based on the transition length. The variation of
transition length Reynolds number along with Mayle's model is shown in figure 160 for
Re = 35,000, 70,000 and 100,000. Two dotted bounding lines of the present data are also
included in figure 160 with coefficients of 280 and 550. The data are clustered close to
the line. The transition length model works fairly well. According to Mayle (1991), the
transition length Reynolds number is independent of whether the bubble is short or long.
The difference between long and short bubbles is not the length of transition, but the
length of the unstable laminar shear layer.
Several empirical correlations have been developed accounting for the effects of
freestream turbulence on the separation bubble length. Roberts (1980) related the
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transition lengthof theseparationbubbleto theturbulencescalefactor,whichdependson
thefreestreamturbulencelevelsandturbulentlengthscales.Theturbulencescaleis the
quantitynot easilyobtainedinexperiments.Davis et al. (1985)modifiedtheRoberts'
correlationto replacethefreestreamturbulencefactor with the local freestreamturbulence
level,Tu (= U'rms/U_)asfollows:
Rexst = 25,000. log10 {coth[17.32. Tu)] }
The plots of Reynolds number based on the streamwise length between separation and
transition start versus local freestream turbulent along with Roberts' modified correlation
are presented in figure 161. The measured data generally follow the trend but are
consistently lower than the correlation. The coefficients in the Davis et al.'s (1985)
correlation are modified to generate the best fit the present data and are as shown in the
figure as the dotted curve, which is
Rexs t = 17,200. loglo {coth[ 15.4. Tu)] }
It is clear that the values of Rexst decrease with increase of local freestream turbulence for
each Reynolds number. Decrease of Rexst with increase of Reynolds number for each
freestream turbulence level is also observed.
It should be noted that the Reynolds numbers used in the Roberts' and its modified
correlations are the transition length Reynolds number based on the streamwise length
between separation and the maximum bubble height. That's because the transition over
the separation bubble was believed to occur instantly at the maximum bubble height in
many earlier studies as mentioned in the previous sections. To check the validity of
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Roberts'correlation,thestreamwiselocationsatthemaximumbubbleheightare
estimatedfrom theseriesof meanvelocityprofiles for eachcondition. TheReynolds
numbersbasedon thestreamwisedistancebetweenseparationandthemaximumbubble
height,Rell, arecomputedandplottedin figure 162alongwith thesameDavieset al's
(1985)correlation.Sincethetransitionstartsat thestreamwiselocationprior tothe
maximumbubbleheightandproceedsoverafinite zoneasalreadydiscussedin theabove
sections,it is expectedthatRe/1is biggerthanRexst for eachcondition. Themeasured
Ret_showgoodagreementwith themodel. It is suggestedthatthetransitionmodelsona
separatedflow shouldbemodifiedto accountfor thedistancefrom therealtransition
locations,possiblynot from thelocationat themaximumbubbleheight. Thereal
transitionlocationscanbedeterminedfrom the intermittencyvariationsthroughouthe
boundarylayer.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The parametric investigation of the flow field on a simulated LPT blade was
performed at four levels of freestream turbulence (FSTI = 1%, 2 %, 3 % and 4 %) for
Reynolds numbers of 35,000, 70,000, 100,000 and 250,000. Flows for the lower three
Reynolds number cases are separated from the surface and generate short bubbles for all
freestream turbulence levels tested. However, the flow for Re = 250,000 is attached
throughout the whole test section regardless of the freestream turbulence level. The
photographs of flow visualization reveal that the laminar portion of the bubble is steady,
while the regions downstream from transition are unsteady. The separation locations
were determined by careful examination of pressure and mean velocity profiles for each
condition. The reattachment locations were estimated from the shape factor (H32 = 1.51)
based on Horton's (1969) universal velocity profile. The separation location moves
progressively downstream with increasing Reynolds numbers, but it is almost invariant
with freestream turbulence intensity. However, the reattachment location shifts
upstream, resulting in a smaller bubble size with increasing Reynolds number and
freestream turbulence intensity.
The point transition on the separation bubble at maximum bubble height was
believed in the past. However the transition from laminar to turbulent flow proceeds
over a finite zone for all test cases, as Mayle (1991) has pointed out. The transition
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locations are determined from the intermittency profiles. The start and end locations of
transition as well as transition length are strongly affected by the Reynolds number and
freestream turbulence level. Both transition start and end locations shift upstream and
the transition length shrinks with increase of Reynolds number and freestream turbulence
level.
The transition end location is farther downstream than the reattachment location
in Re = 35,000 case for all freestrearn turbulence levels tested possibly due to low flow
speed. However, the transition ends before the flow reattaches for higher Reynolds
number cases. The increased turbulent energy due to transition causes the flow to
reattach on the surface.
The transition on a separated flow was found to proceed through the formation of
turbulent spots in the free shear layer as evidenced in the intermittency profiles for Re =
35,000, 70,000 and 100,000. As far as the transition modes are concerned, no hints of
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability or Tollmien-Schlichting instability waves were detected in
the spectral data. It is believed that the mode of transition occurring in the separated
flow is bypass type. However, flow visualization revealed large vortex structures just
outside of the bubble and their development to turbulent flow through interaction with
each other for Re = 50,000, which is similar to the transition mode in the free shear layer
(separated-flow transition). Therefore, it is fair to say that both bypass and separated-
flow transition modes existed in the transitional flows over the separation bubble
depending on the conditions.
Mayle's (1991) transition models predict the Reynolds number effect fairly well
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for low freestream turbulent flow. They need improvement for high freestream turbulent
flows. A modified Roberts' correlation suggested by Davis et al. (1985) fairly predicts
the trend of the Reynolds numbers based on the length between separation and the
transition onset with freestream turbulence level, but the magnitudes are consistently
lower than the yalues obtained from the correlation. When the Reynolds numbers based
on the streamwise distance between separation and the maximum bubble height were
compared as used in the Roberts' correlation, the measured data show an good agreement
with the correlation. Davies et al.'s (1985) transition model should be modified to
account for the real transition locations to accurately predict the transition length
variation with freestream turbulence intensity in the separated flow.
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Table 1. Testmatrix
Grid 0 (FSTI= 1%)
Grid 2 (FSTI= 2%)
Grid 3 (FSTI= 3%)
Grid 4 (FSTI= 4%)
Re= 35,000 Re= 70,000 Re= 100,000 Re= 250,000
J J J J
J J J J
J J J J
,/ ¢'
Table 2. The variation of integral length scale
Grid 0 (FSTI = 1%)
Grid 2 (FSTI = 2%)
Grid 3 (FSTI = 3%)
Grid 4 (FSTI = 4%)
Re = 35,000 Re = 70,000 Re = 100,000 Re =250,000
0.207 0.215 0.227 0.330
0.560 0.601 0.620 0.740
0.714 1.200 1.301 1.340
0.765 1.232
(Dimension: inch)
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Table 3. IntegralquantitiesandlocalReynoldsnumbervariation,Re= 35,000Grid 0
X (in) U_(ft/s) 5"(in) 0 (in) _ (in) H_2 H32 Rex Reo
1.75 11.08 0.02226 0.00942 0.01519 2.363 1.613 9615 51.75
2.25 12.21 0.03086 0.01745 0.03093 1.769 1.773 13618 105.6
2.75 13.09 0.03252 0.01862 0.03302 1.747 1.774 17846 120.81
3.25 13.73 0.03894 0.02324 0.04166 1.675 1.792 22105 158.1
3.75 13.42 0.04211 0.02084 0.03618 2.020 1.736 24921 138.51
4.25 12.49 0.04869 0.01486 0.02304 3.276 1.550 26302 91.98
4.75 12.34 0.04635 0.01557 0.02396 2.977 1.539 30388 99.62
5.25 12.25 0.06824 0.01865 0.02829 3.659 1.517 33310 118.33
5.75 12.17 0.09600 0.02134 0.03221 4.498 1.509 36266 134.62
6.25 12.08 0.12999 0.02487 0.03676 5.226 1.478 39093 155.57
6.75 12.04 0.15161 0.02778 0.04057 5.457 1.460 42092 173.25
7.25 11.94 0.13745 0.03498 0.05096 3.929 1.457 44827 216.31
7.75 11.85 0.12058 0.03874 0.05806 3.112 1.499 47577 237.84
8.25 11.22 0.10800 0.04683 0.07524 2.306 1.607 47980 272.35
8.75 11.04 0.09153 0.04731 0.07851 1.935 1.660 50068 270.72
9.25 10.95 0.08334 0.04794 0.08047 1.764 1.703 52518 272.19
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Table4. IntegralquantitiesandlocalReynoldsnumbervariation,Re= 35,000Grid 2
X (in) Ue(ft/s) 8"(in) 0 (in) E(in) Hi2 H32 Rex Reo
1.75 10.95 0.02265 0.00963 0.01550 2.353 1.610 9546 52.51
2.25 11.84 0.02385 0.01008 0.01629 2.367 1.617 13268 59.41
2.75 12.73 0.02551 0.01102 0.01800 2.315 1.633 17424 69.84
3.25 13.25 0.03177 0.01434 0.02410 2.215 1.680 21453 94.67
3.75 13.11 0.03424 0.01302 0.02071 2.630 1.591 24467 84.94
4.25 12.19 0.05122 0.01548 0.02391 3.309 1.545 25791 93.95
4.75 12.07 0.05426 0.01635 0.02517 3.319 1.540 29531 101.63
5.25 11.93 0.07315 0.01926 0.02945 3.797 1.529 32269 118.41
5.75 11.84 0.10055 0.02216 0.03339 4.537 1.507 35073 135.17
6.25 11.76 0.12634 0.02596 0.03833 4.866 1.476 37868 157.31
6.75 11.71 0.12307 0.03392 0.04939 3.628 1.456 40671 204.39
7.25 11.17 0.10866 0.04210 0.06467 2.581 1.536 41705 242.20
7.75 I0.85 0.09271 0.04591 0.07671 1.976 1.635 43333 256.69
8.25 10.71 0.08401 0.04817 0.08159 1.744 1.694 45502 265.66
8.75 10.64 0.07721 0.04682 0.08062 1.649 1.722 47939 256.50
9.25 10.63 0.07677 0.04705 0.08172 1.632 1.737 50658 257.70
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Table5. IntegralquantitiesandlocalReynoldsnumbervariation,Re= 35,000Grid 3
X (in) U_(ft/s) 5"(in) 0 (in) E(in) H12 H32 Rex Re0
1.75 11.10 0.02226 0.00948 0.01528 2.347 1.611 9641 52.26
2.25 12.06 0.02499 0.01170 0.01958 2.137 1.674 13474 70.05
2.75 13.09 0.03391 0.01896 0.03359 1.789 1.772 17881 123.27
3.25 13.67 0.04032 0.02315 0.04136 1.742 1.787 22042 156.99
3.75 13.46 0.04285 0.02049 0.03542 2.091 1.729 25029 136.75
4.25 12.48 0.04753 0.01524 0.02372 3.119 1.557 26306 94.33
4.75 12.36 0.05135 0.01653 0.02562 3.107 1.550 30614 106.53
5.25 12.22 0.07129 0.01940 0.02964 3.674 1.528 33415 123.50
5.75 12.11 0.09557 0.02259 0.03400 4.230 1.505 36272 142.51
6.25 12.01 0.10898 0.02938 0.04347 3.710 1.480 39102 183.80
6.75 11.53 0.09979 0.03744 0.05732 2.666 1.531 40535 224.81
7.25 11.07 0.09042 0.04480 0.07229 2.018 1.614 41802 258.32
7.75 10.93 0.08274 0.04712 0.07895 1.756 1.675 44081 268.03
8.25 10.91 0.08082 0.04884 0.08365 1.655 1.713 46817 277.16
8.75 10.88 0.08013 0.04982 0.08633 1.608 1.733 49550 282.15
9.25 10.85 0.08247 0.05212 0.09105 1.582 1.747 52223 294.25
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Table6. IntegralquantitiesandlocalReynoldsnumbervariation,Re= 35,000Grid4
X (in) Ue(ft/s) 5" (in) 0 (in) e (in) H12 H32 Rex Reo
1.75 10.84 0.02218 0.00951 0.01539 2.333 1.619 9399 51.08
2.25 11.85 0.02445 0.01095 0.01815 2.233 1.658 13216 64.32
2.75 12.81 0.03055 0.01661 0.02920 1.840 1.758 17467 105.49
3.25 13.47 0.03730 0.02218 0.03976 1.682 1.793 21703 148.09
3.75 13.35 0.03834 0.01887 0.03259 2.032 1.727 24813 124.85
4.25 12.37 0.04320 0.01440 0.02254 2.999 1.565 26042 88.25
4.75 12.21 0.05183 0.01641 0.02537 3.158 1.546 30128 104.10
5.25 12.09 0.07001 0.01912 0.02900 3.661 1.517 32969 120.07
5.75 12.00 0.09431 0.02436 0.03676 3.871 1.509 35880 152.02
6.25 11.72 0.09530 0.02891 0.04343 3.296 1.502 38026 175.91
6.75 11.22 0.08604 0.03466 0.05407 2.482 1.560 39294 201.79
7.25 10.88 0.08163 0.04136 0.06778 1.973 1.639 40952 233.65
7.75 10.78 0.07238 0.04106 0.06969 1.763 1.697 43367 229.79
8.25 10.78 0.07167 0.04274 0.07369 1.677 1.724 46198 239.33
8.75 10.74 0.07193 0.04369 0.07571 1.647 1.733 48803 243.66
9.25 10.69 0.07202 0.04399 0.07666 1.637 1.743 51263 243.79
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Table 7. IntegralquantitiesandlocalReynoldsnumbervariation,Re= 70,000Grid 0
X (in) Ue(ft/s) 5" (in) 0 (in) e (in) HI2 H32 Rex Reo
1.75
2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75
4.25
4.75
5.25
5.75
6.25
6.75
7.25
7.75
8.25
8.75
9.25
23.32 0.01665 0.00650 0.01037 2.562 1.595 20240
25.42 0.02200 0.01195 0.02115 1.840 1.770 28361
27.49 0.02293 0.01294 0.02309 1.772 1.784 37454
28.67 0.02770 0.01612 0.02903 1.719 1.801 46122
28.68 0.02984 0.01612 0.02864 1.851 1.777 53230
27.54 0.02683 0.00962 0.01509 2.790 1.569 57886
26.32 0.03282 0.01078 0.01671 3.045 1.550 61675
25.96 0.04856 0.01317 0.02016 3.687 1.531 67230
25.54 0.06923 0.01528 0.02295 4.531 1.502 72434
75.16
150.67
176.28
228.74
228.86
131.01
139.92
168.65
192.47
25.42 0.09859 0.01848 0.02718 5.334 1.470 78430 231.94
25.03 0.08838 0.02449 0.03538 3.609 1.445 83371 302.49
23.63 0.07142 0.03265 0.05251 2.187 1.608 84623 381.07
23.19 0.06202 0.03445 0.06039 1.656 1.719 88767 394.56
22.96 0.05501 0.03527 0.06181 1.560 1.752 93618 400.21
22.94 0.05462 0.03605 0.06384 1.515 1.771 99218 408.81
22.99 0.05332 0.03666 0.06425 1.538 1.767 105185 416.88
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Table 8. IntegralquantitiesandlocalReynoldsnumbervariation,Re= 70,000Grid2
X (in) Ue (ft/s) 5" (in) 0 (in) e(in) Hlz H32 Rex Reo
1.75
2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75
4.25
4.75
5.25
5.75
6.25
6.75
7.25
7.75
8.25
8.75
9.25
22.71 0.01619 0.00650 0.01045 2.491 1.608 19610
24.83 0.01655 0.00693 0.01130 2.387 1.630 27576
26.84 0.02200 0.01176 0.02071 1.871 1.762 36436
28.23 0.02668 0.01558 0.02801 1.713 1.799 45247
28.12 0.03107 0.01700 0.03034 1.828 1.785 52042
26.94 0.02866 0.01016 0.01600 2.820 1.575 56500
26.00 0.03576 0.01154 0.01794 3.100 1.556 61505
25.79 0.05185 0.01379 0.02112 3.759 1.531 67424
72.82
84.96
155.80
216.84
235.89
135.13
149.36
177.15
25.51 0.07735 0.01650 0.02483 4.688 1.505
25.03 0.07805 0.02287 0.03361 3.413 1.470
23.44 0.06580 0.03004 0.04767 2.190 1.587
22.97 0.05812 0.03421 0.05812 1.699 1.699
22.83 0.05660 0.03584 0.06242 1.579 1.742
22.87 0.05763 0.03773 0.06654 1.528 1.764
22.82 0.05689 0.03781 0.06703 1.504 1.773
73047 209.59
77873 284.92
78828 350.85
83034 391.85
88131 407.55
93946 429.61
99549 430.20
22.80 0.05796 0.03822 0.06765 1.517 1.770 105004 433.82
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Table9. IntegralquantitiesandlocalReynoldsnumbervariation,Re= 70,000Grid 3
X (in) U_(ft/s) 5" (in) 0 (in) E(in) HI2 H32 Rex Reo
1.75
2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75
4.25
4.75
5.25
5.75
6.25
6.75
7.25
7.75
8.25
8.75
9.25
22.60 0.01676 0.00663 0.01064 2.530 1.605 19554
24.78 0.01724 0.00796 0.01337 2.167 1.680 27564
26.97 0.02478 0.01465 0.02644 1.692 1.805 36684
28.21 0.02781 0.01627 0.02933 1.709 1.802 45346
28.22 0.03145 0.01724 0.03073 1.825 1.783 52317
26.88 0.02904 0.01037 0.01640 2.802 1.582 56427
25.78 0.03515 0.01152 0.01793 3.051 1.556 61070
25.51 0.05293 0.01421 0.02174 3.725 1.530 66811
25.04 0.06704 0.01749 0.02616 3.832 1.496 71783
74.03
97.50
195.41
227.05
240.52
137.62
148.14
180.84
218.37
23.88 0.06344 0.02454 0.03784 2.585 1.542 74364 291.97
23.12 0.05738 0.03121 0.05199 1.839 1.666 77785 359.60
22.69 0.05391 0.03244 0.05558 1.662 1.713 81962 366.70
22.58 0.05330 0.03348 0.05822 1.592 1.739 87191 376.70
22.66 0.05566 0.03572 0.06259 1.558 1.752 93099 403.07
22.47 0.05745 0.03756 0.06615 1.529 1.761 97730 419.52
22.43 0.06014 0.03970 0.07025 1.515 1.769 103139 442.70
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Table 10. Integralquantitiesandlocal Reynoldsnumbervariation,Re= 70,000Grid4
X (in) Ue(ft/s) 8" (in) 0 (in) e(in) H:z H32 Rex Reo
1.75 22.47 0.01652 0.00666 0.01076 2.479 1.615 19305 73.50
2.25 24.60 0.01724 0.00742 0.01222 2.324 1.648 27164 89.55
2.75 26.67 0.02432 0.01419 0.02552 1.714 1.798 35951 185.54
3.25 28.07 0.03038 0.01939 0.03551 1.567 1.831 44714 266.82
3.75 27.86 0.03106 0.01706 0.03042 1.821 1.783 51116 232.55
4.25 26.81 0.03008 0.01050 0.01674 2.866 1.594 55710 137.60
4.75 25.76 0.03698 0.01166 0.01819 3.170 1.559 60753 149.19
5.25 25.28 0.05159 0.01407 0.02154 3.665 1.530 65884 176.62
5.75 24.62 0.06346 0.01807 0.02726 3.512 1.508 70217 220.65
6.25 23.59 0.05638 0.02340 0.03671 2.409 1.569 73129 273.78
6.75 22.84 0.05162 0.02858 0.04793 1.806 1.677 76412 323.58
7.25 22.60 0.04970 0.02981 0.05112 1.667 1.715 81258 334.14
7.75 22.51 0.05033 0.03139 0.05458 1.604 1.739 86526 350.45
8.25 22.45 0.05127 0.03274 0.05735 1.566 1.752 91828 364.39
8.75 22.31 0.05251 0.03352 0.05885 1.567 1.756 96849 371.00
9.25 22.42 0.05428 0.03521 0.06197 1.541 1.760 102902 391.73
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Table 11. IntegralquantitiesandlocalReynoldsnumbervariation,Re= 100,000Grid 0
X (in) Ue(ft/s) 5" (in) 0 (in) e (in) H12 H32 Rex Reo
1.75
2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75
4.25
4.75
5.25
5.75
6.25
6.75
7.25
7.75
8.25
8.75
9.25
31.65 0.01372 0.00545 0.00876 2.515 1.607
34.34 0.01404 0.00562 0.00905 2.496 1.610
36.95 0.01439 0.00605 0.00991 2.378 1.637
38.36 0.01917 0.00977 0.01705 1.963 1.746
38.80 0.02416 0.01202 0.02106 2.010 1.751
37.84 0.02371 0.00826 0.01294 2.872 1.568
35.44 0.02681 0.00997 0.01556 2.691
27601 86.03
38474 96.18
50588 111.32
62109 186.63
72423 232.18
80078 155.56
1.562 84927 178.17
35.15 0.04441 0.01247 0.01897 3.562 1.522 93144 221.22
34.78 0.06703 0.01531 0.02279 4.377 1.488 100822 268.49
34.49 0.08432 0.01763 0.02582 4.782 1.464 108847 307.07
34.36 0.06855 0.02339 0.03483 2.931 1.489 117132 405.89
32.34 0.05353 0.03064 0.05132 1.747 1.675 118642 501.43
31.68 0.04758 0.03176 0.05545 1.498 1.746 124726 511.13
31.64 0.04756 0.03264 0.05785 1.457 1.773 132712 524.98
31.64 0.04803 0.03303 0.05886 1.454 1.782 140728 531.25
31.70 0.04921 0.03372 0.06022 1.459 1.786 149003 543.23
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Table 12. IntegralquantitiesandlocalReynoldsnumbervariation,Re= 100,000Grid 2
X (in) U_(ft/s) 5"(in) 0 (in) e (in) HI2 H32 Re_ Reo
1.75
2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75
4.25
4.75
5.25
5.75
6.25
6.75
7.25
7.75
8.25
8.75
9.25
32.66 0.01368 0.00502 0.00800 2.725 1.595 28479
35.34 0.01373 0.00525 0.00846 2.614 1.612 39594
37.97 0.01619 0.00641 0.01065 2.528 1.662 51980
39.67 0.01665 0.00694 0.01161 2.398 1.672 64223
39.96 0.01919 0.00806 0.01353 2.380 1.677 74603
38.77 0.02321 0.00742 0.01169 3.130 1.576 82043
36.82 0.03180 0.01028 0.01609 3.024 1.565 88491
81.67
92.39
121.09
137.22
160.45
143.18
191.50
36.46 0.04646 0.01257 0.01914 3.696 1.522 96670 231.49
36.19 0.06653 0.01502 0.02233 4.429 1.486 105029 274.37
35.84 0.06515 0.02200 0.03289 2.961 1.495 113057 397.99
34.26 0.05013 0.02782 0.04600 1.802 1.653 116958 482.12
32.95 0.04658 0.03086 0.05329 1.509 1.727 120888 514.62
32.81 0.04594 0.03164 0.05560 1.452 1.758 128872 526.06
32.82 0.04668 0.03239 0.05742 1.441 1.773 137193 538.56
32.75 0.04806 0.03404 0.06056 1.412 1.779 145236 564.96
32.74 0.05035 0.03462 0.06161 1.454 1.779 153423 574.28
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Table 13. IntegralquantitiesandlocalReynoldsnumbervariation,Re= 100,000Grid 3
X (in) Ue(ft/s) 5" (in) 0 (in) e (in) Hi2 H32 Rex Reo
1.75
2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75
4.25
4.75
5.25
5.75
6.25
6.75
7.25
7.75
8.25
9.25
33.30 0.01281 0.00496 0.00799 2.580 1.610 29037
35.89 0.01277 0.00490 0.00788 2.608 1.609 40210
38.59 0.01503 0.00575 0.00944 2.615 1.643 52835
40.30 0.01993 0.00956 0.01682 2.084 1.759 65240
40.79 0.01878 0.00808 0.01368 2.325 1.693 76147
82.38
87.49
110.42
191.94
164.05
39.53 0.02018 0.00721 0.01153 2.799 1.599 83650 141.94
37.56 0.03004 0.01055 0.01658 2.847 1.572 90462 200.93
37.34 0.04871 0.01337 0.02036 3.643 1.523 99354 253.07
36.55 0.05572 0.01701 0.02567 3.275 1.509 106414 314.85
34.74 0.04821 0.02296 0.03671 2.169 1.599 109963 403.94
33.95 0.04223 0.02584 0.04421 1.634 1.711 116251 445.05
33.66 0.04181 0.02823 0.04911 1.481 1.740 124020 482.86
33.55 0.04410 0.02964 0.05220 1.488 1.761 132121 505.28
33.47 0.04576 0.03145 0.05557 1.455 1.767 140312 534.89
33.46 0.05074 0.03430 0.06098 1.479 1.778 157357 583.58
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Table 14. IntegralquantitiesandlocalReynoldsnumbervariation,Re= 250,000Grid 0
X (in) U_(ft/s) 5' (in) 0 (in) e (in) Hi2 H32 Re_ Reo
1.75
2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75
4.25
4.75
5.25
5.75
6.25
6.75
7.25
7.75
8.25
9.25
72.69
78.87
85.36
91.48
94.78
95.49
94.33
93.18
0.01174 0.00643 0.01128 1.827 1.756 63390 232.91
0.01030 0.00513 0.00876 2.010 1.709 88371 201.49
0.01056 0.00521 0.00897 2.027 1.722 116858 221.39
0.01119 0.00555 0.00959 2.017 1.728 148106 252.92
0.01162 0.00561 0.00964 2.071 1.719 176933 264.69
0.01178 0.00515 0.00863 2.286 1.675 202094 244.89
0.01192 0.00483 0.00791 2.470 1.639 220664 224.38
0.01406 0.00550 0.00877 2.556 1.595 240588 252.04
92.02 0.01501 0.00600 0.00954 2.501 1.588 260221 271.53
90.69 0.01788 0.00693 0.01093 2.580 1.576 279040 309.40
88.81 0.02039 0.00757 0.01184 2.693 1.563 295828 331.77
88.14 0.02309 0.00823 0.01274 2.807 1.549 315217 357.83
85.95 0.02704 0.00928 0.01432 2.915 1.543 328277 393.09
84.65 0.02771 0.01100 0.01714 2.519 1.558 344931 459.91
81.33 0.02652 0.01629 0.02849 1.628 1.749 371485 654.22
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Table 15. IntegralquantitiesandlocalReynoldsnumbervariation,Re= 250,000Grid 2
X (in) Ue(ft/s) 5" (in) 0 (in) e (in) HI2 H32 Rex Ree
1.75
2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75
4.25
4.75
5.25
5.75
6.25
6.75
7.25
7.75
8.25
9.25
74.16 0.00921 0.00414 0.00677 2.223 1.635 64672 152.99
80.66 0.01022 0.00493 0.00834 2.073 1.692 90377 198.03
85.11 0.01116 0.00556 0.00959 2.009 1.727 116516 235.57
90.51 0.01126 0.00529 0.00905 2.110 1.710 146535 238.51
94.75 0.01133 0.00512 0.00863 2.215 1.686 176877 241.50
95.43 0.01168 0.00509 0.00845 2.296 1.661 201967 241.89
93.62 0.01237 0.00527 0.00865 2.346 1.641 220067 244.16
92.46 0.01466 0.00583 0.00932 2.515 1.599 240298 266.85
91.20 0.01675 0.00652 0.01042 2.569 1.597 258551 293.17
89.59 0.01935 0.00747 0.01186 2.591 1.588 276256 330.18
87.90 0.02146 0.00842 0.01327 2.548 1.576 292914 .365.38
86.88 0.02525 0.01018 0.01608 2.479 1.579 311784 437.79
85.01 0.02673 0.01203 0.01922 2.222 1.597 326768 507.23
83.04 0.02530 0.01371 0.02308 1.846 1.684 338767 562.97
80.76 0.02751 0.01760 0.03100 1.563 1.761 370628 705.19
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Table 16. IntegralquantitiesandlocalReynoldsnumbervariation,Re= 250,000Grid 3
X (in) Ue(ft/s) 5" (in) 0 (in) _:(in) Ht: H32 Rex Reo
1.75 72.46 0.01024 0.00490 0.00826 2.087 1.683 63189 176.93
2.25 77.87 0.01048 0.00508 0.00867 2.065 1.707 87251 196.99
2.75 84.51 0.01133 0.00582 0.01012 1.948 1.740 115695 244.85
3.25 90.14 0.01238 0.00658 0.01158 1.881 1.761 145936 295.46
3.75 93.41 0.01286 0.00670 0.01177 1.919 1.756 174376 311.55
4.25 94.23 0.01303 0.00697 0.01166 2.015 1.725 199427 327.06
4.75 93.53 0.01451 0.00633 0.01034 2.293 1.635 221119 294.67
5.25 92.39 0.01681 0.00697 0.01111 2.413 1.596 241900 321.15
5.75 91.61 0.01820 0.00751 0.01207 2.422 1.607 261313 341.30
6.25 90.18 0.02044 0.00881 0.01428 2.320 1.620 280070 394.79
6.75 88.52 0.02025 0.00964 0.01585 2.101 1.645 296908 424.03
7.25 86.76 0.02305 0.01203 0.02006 1.916 1.668 312560 518.63
7.75 85.09 0.02407 0.01412 0.02435 1.705 1.724 327904 597.42
8.25 83.36 0.02439 0.01526 0.02685 1.598 1.759 342680 633.85
9.25 81.32 0.02767 0.01800 0.03196 1.537 1.775 375936 731.55
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Table 17 Characteristicsof separationbubblesandtransitionfor Re= 35,000
Grid 0
Grid 2
Grid 3
Grid 4
Xs (in) XR(in) Xts(in) Xte(in) XLT(in) Reos Rexst ReLT
3.85 7.81 6.26 - 129.8 15928
3.85 7.12 5.56 7.43 1.87 86.9 11000 11965
3.85 6.61 5.30 6.88 1.58 127.9 9537 10392
3.85 6.37 5.13 6.61 1.48 117.2 8344 9583
Table 18 Characteristics of separation bubbles and transition for Re = 70,000
Grid 0
Grid 2
Grid 3
Grid 4
Xs (in) XR (in) Xts (in) Xte (in) XLT (in) Re0s Rexst ReLT
4.55 7.03 5.79 6.93 1.14 136.7 16437 15112
4.55 6.48 5.48 6.40 0.92 143.0 12105 11974
4.55 6.08 5.21 6.05 0.84 143.2 8546 10877
4.55 5.80 5.05 5.76 0.71 143.3 6400 9088
Table 19 Characteristics of separation bubbles and transition for Re = 100,000
Grid 0
Grid 2
Grid 3
Xs (in) XR (in) Xu (in) Xtc (in) XLT (in) Re0s Rexst ReLT
4.80 6.85 5.69 6.78 1.09 186.2 16223 19869
4.80 6.31 5.35 6.25 0.90 207.2 10843 17743
4.80 5.80 5.07 5.78 0.71 210.3 5243 13539
Table 20 Characteristics of separation bubbles and transition for Re = 250,000
Grid 0
Grid 2
Grid 3
Xs (in) XR (in) Xt_ (in) Xte (in) XLT (in) Reos Rexst ReLT
5.55 6.60 1.05 - 48415
5.16 6.03 0.87 - 40059
5.08 5.75 0.67 - 31000
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Figure 2 Schematic diagram of test section with the coordinates of upper wall
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Figure 7 Freestream power spectral density plot for Re = 35,000
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Figure 8a Freestream power spectral density plot in energy coordinates for Re = 70,000
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Figure 9 Freestream power spectral density plot for Re = 100,000
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Figure 9a Freestream power spectral density plot in energy coordinates for Re = 100,000
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Figure 11 Smoke-wireflow visualizationof separationbubblewithoutupperwall suction,
Re= 50,000,Grid 0 (flow comesfrom left to right)
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Figure 1la Smoke-wireflow visualizationof separationbubblewith upperwall suction,
Re= 50,000,Grid 0
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Figure 13 Static pressure distribution on a test plate, Re = 70,000
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Figure 14 Static pressure distribution on a test plate, Re = 100,000
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Figure 15 Static pressure distribution on a test plate, Re = 250,000
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Figure 17 Distribution of U/Uin for Re = 35,000, Grid 2
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Figure 18 Distribution of U/Ui. for Re = 35,000, Grid 3
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Figure 20 Distribution of U/Win for Re = 70,000, Grid 0
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Figure 21 Distribution of U/Uin for Re = 70,000, Grid 2
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Figure 22 Distribution of U/Uin for Re = 70,000, Grid 3
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Figure 31 Contour plots of U/Win for Re = 35,000, Grid 2
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Figure 35 Contour plots of U/Win for Re = 70,000, Grid 2
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Figure 37 Contour plots of U/Uin for Re = 70,000, Grid 4
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Figure 39 Contour plots of U/Ui. for Re = 100,000, Grid 2
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Figure 40 Contour plots of U/Uin for Re = 100,000, Grid 3
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Figure 41 Contour plots of U/Uin for Re = 250,000, Grid 0
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Figure 43 Contour plots of U/Uin for Re = 250,000, Grid 3
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Figure 56 Distribution of u'/Ui, for Re = 250,000, Grid 2
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Figure 57 Distribution of u'/Uin for Re = 250,000, Grid 3
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Figure 59 Contour plots of u'/Uin for Re = 35,000, Grid 2
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Figure 61 Contour plots of u'/Uin for Re = 35,000, Grid 4
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Figure 63 Contour plots of u'/Uin for Re = 70,000, Grid 2
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Figure 64 Contour plots of u'/Uin for Re = 70,000, Grid 3
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Figure 65 Contour plots of u'/Ui, for Re = 70,000, Grid 4
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Figure 66 Contour plots of u'/Uin for Re = 100,000, Grid 0
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Figure 67 Contour plots of u'/Uin for Re = 100,000, Grid 2
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Figure 69 Variation of integral quantities, displacement thickness (5"), momentum
thickness (0) and energy thickness (e), for Re -- 35,000
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Figure 70 Variation of shape factors, HI2 (= _*/0) and H32 (= F_./0), for Re = 35,000
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Figure 71 Variation of integral quantities, displacement thickness (_5'), momentum
thickness (0) and energy thickness (E), for Re = 70,000
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Figure 72 Variation of shape factors, HI2 (= 5*/0) and I-I32 (= £./0), for Re = 70,000
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Figure 73 Variation of integral quantities, displacement thickness (8*), momentum
thickness (0) and energy thickness (e), for Re = 100,000
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Figure 74 Variation of shape factors, Hlz (= _5"/0) and H32 (= £/0), for Re = 100,000
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Figure 75 Variation of integral quantities, displacement thickness (5"), momentum
thickness (0) and energy thickness (e), for Re = 250,000
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Figure 76 Variation of shape factors, HI2 (= 5*/0) and H32 (= E/0), for Re = 250,000
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Figure 77 Variation of intermittency in normal direction, y, for Re = 35,000, Grid 0
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Figure 78 Variation of intermittency in normal direction, y, for Re = 35,000, Grid 2
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Figure 79 Variation of intermittency in normal direction, y, for Re = 35,000, Grid 3
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Figure 80 Variation of intermittency in normal direction, y, for Re = 35,000, Grid 4
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Figure 81 Variation of intermittency in normal direction, y, for Re = 70,000, Grid 0
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Figure 82 Variation of intermittency in normal direction, y, for Re = 70,000, Grid 2
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Figure 83 Variation of intermittency in normal direction, y, for Re = 70,000, Grid 3
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Figure 84 Variation of intermittency in normal direction, y, for Re = 70,000, Grid 4
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Figure 85 Variation of interrnittency in normal direction, y, for Re = 100,000, Grid 0
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Figure 86 Variation of intermittency in normal direction, y, for Re = 100,000, Grid 2
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Figure 87 Variation of intermittency in normal direction, y, for Re = 100,000, Grid 3
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Figure 88 Variation of intermittency in normal direction, y, for Re = 250,000, Grid 0
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Figure 89 Variation of intermittency in normal direction, y, for Re = 250,000, Grid 2
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Figure 90 Variation of intermittency in normal direction, y, for Re = 250,000, Grid 3
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Figure 91 Variation of peak intermittency in the form of f(y) [= _/-ln(1- 7) ] with x
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Figure 92 Streamwise variation of peak intermittency in transition region
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Figure 93a Power spectra at y = Y(u_, ) in energy coordinates, for Re = 70,000, Grid 0
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Figure 94a Power spectra at y = y(u_ x ) in energy coordinates, for Re = 70,000, Grid 2
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Figure 95a Power spectra at y = y( u_,_ ) in energy coordinates, for Re = 70,000, Grid 3
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Figure 96a Power spectra at y = y( u_= ) in energy coordinates, for Re = 70,000, Grid 4
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Figure 98a Power spectra at y = Y(u_ ) in energy coordinates, for Re = 100.000. Grid 2
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Figure 99a Power spectra at y = y(u_,,x ) in energy coordinates, for Re = 100,000, Grid 3
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Figure 100 Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 4.25 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 101 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 4.25 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 102 Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 4.75 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 103 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 4.75 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 104 Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 5.25 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 105 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 5.25 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 106 Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 5.75 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 107 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 5.75 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 108 Variation of intermittency profiles with Re at x = 5.75 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 109 Variation of mean velocity profi]es with Re at x = 6.25 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 110 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 6.25 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 111 Variation of intermittency profiles with Re at x = 6.25 inches, Grid 0
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Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 6.75 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 113 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 6.75 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 114 Variation of intermittency profiles with Re at x = 6.75 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 115 Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 7.25 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 116 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 7.25 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 117 Variation of intermittency profiles with Re at x = 7.25 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 118 Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 7.75 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 119 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 7.75 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 120 Variation of intermittency profiles with Re at x = 7.75 inches, Grid 0
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Figure 121 Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 4.25 inches, Grid 2
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Figure 122 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 4.25 inches, Grid 2
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Figure 123 Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 4.75 inches, Grid 2
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Figure 124 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 4.75 inches, Grid 2
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Figure 125 Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 5.25 inches, Grid 2
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Figure 126 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 5.25 inches, Grid 2
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Figure 127 Variation of intermittency profiles with Re at x = 5.25 inches, Grid 2
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Figure 128 Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 5.75 inches, Grid 2
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Figure 129 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 5.75 inches, Grid 2
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Figure 130 Variation of intermittency profiles with Re at x = 5.75 inches, Grid 2
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Figure 131 Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 6.25 inches, Grid 2
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Figure 132 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 6.25 inches, Grid 2
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Figure 133 Variation of intermittency profiles with Re at x = 6.25 inches, Grid 2
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Figure 134 Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 6.75 inches, Grid 2
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Figure 136 Variation of intermittency profiles with Re at x = 6.75 inches, Grid 2
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Figure 137 Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 7.25 inches, Grid 2
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Figure 138 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 7.25 inches, Grid 2
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Figure 139 Variation of intermittency profiles with Re at x = 7.25 inches, Grid 2
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Figure 140 Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 4.25 inches, Grid 3
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Figure 141 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 4.25 inches, Grid 3
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Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 4.75 inches, Grid 3
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Figure 143 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 4.75 inches, Grid 3
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Figure 144 Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 5.25 inches, Grid 3
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Figure 145 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 5.25 inches, Grid 3
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Figure 146 Variation of intermittency profiles with Re at x = 5.25 inches, Grid 3
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Figure 147 Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 5.75 inches, Grid 3
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Figure 149 Variation of intermittency profiles with Re at x = 5.75 inches, Grid 3
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Figure 150 Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 6.25 inches, Grid 3
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Figure 151 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 6.25 inches, Grid 3
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Figure 152 Variation of intermittency profiles with Re at x = 6.25 inches, Grid 3
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Figure 153 Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 6.75 inches, Grid 3
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Figure 154 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 6.75 inches, Grid 3
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Figure 155 Variation of intermittency profiles with Re at x = 6.75 inches, Grid 3
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Figure 156 Variation of mean velocity profiles with Re at x = 7.25 inches, Grid 3
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Figure 157 Variation of fluctuating velocity profiles with Re at x = 7.25 inches, Grid 3
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Figure 158 Variation of intermittency profiles with Re at x = 7.25 inches, Grid 3
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Figure 159 Variation of Reynolds number based on length between separation and
start of transition (Rexst) with separation momentum Reynolds number
(Re0s)
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Figure 160 Variation of Reynolds number based on transition length (Ret.r)
with separation momentum Reynolds number (Re0_)
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Figure 161 Variation of Reynolds number based on distance between separation and
start of transition (Rexst) with local freestream turbulence level (Tu) and
comparison to the modified Roberts' correlation
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Figure 162 Variation of Reynolds number based on distance between separation and
max. bubble height location (Rel]) with local freestream turbulence level
(Tu) and comparison to the modified Roberts' correlation
